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You are judged by the company you keep!
Having an FPTI™ training system in your laboratory will tell its 
own story about the quality of your hydraulics training program.

SAFETY-BASED TRAINING
We are the only hydraulics training company that makes safety the cornerstone of everything we 
develop. You will feel confident knowing that students who graduate from your training courses will 
have the knowledge to work safely with hydraulics, and moreover, be able to cultivate hydraulic safety 
wherever they go.

In keeping with our philosophy of “safety-based” training, the MF102 series simulators are designed 
to teach students everything they need to know about OSHA’s and MSHA’s lockout standards.

The simulators are equipped with electrical switch lockouts, and the revolutionary Safe-T-Bleed® 
system. Safe-T-Bleed® is the only system in the world which is designed to de-energize a hydraulic 
system and verify de-energization, and to permit air-purging, all without spilling a drop of oil.

Lockout and tagout MUST be taught in schools and colleges to properly prepare students for the chal-
lenges they will face in a tough, fast-paced, unrelenting production environment.

Why you should
choose FPTI™
as your hydraulics
education partner!

Safe-T-Bleed® is a registered trademark of Safe-T-Bleed® Corporation
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CONFIDENCE
We don’t design and build training simulators as a “sideline” to a broad product line.  We design and 
build them for our own award-winning training workshops.  We perfected the concept of real-time, 
“hands-on” hydraulic training - and now, we’d like to share it with you!

Our organization is optimally sized to be extremely responsive to your needs.  We can tailor courses 
to suit your exact requirements;  we have a vested interest in making sure your hydraulics training is 
world-class!    

NO MORE INSTRUCTOR FRUSTRATION
Tired of begging for training materials from component and equipment manufacturers?  Spending 
hours and hours piecing your presentations and handouts together?  Constantly changing out CD’s to 
get continuity to your presentation?  Giving students busy-work because your program has no depth?  
The frustration is over!

Wheel your simulators into the classroom and plug them in;  hand out the ready-made, student work-
books;  insert the presentation CD . . . and commence the most comprehensive hydraulic training 
course in the world!  It’s that simple!

QUALITY
The exceptional quality of our simulators is testimony to our love and dedication for what we do.  We 
use only the finest materials available to build your simulators, and we are acutely aware that your 
investment must last for decades.

Every component on your simulator is selected with three things in mind - 
            safety, quality, and longevity!

MEETS INDUSTRY STANDARDS
Many FPTI™ products meet or exceed A.E.D. (Association of Equipment Distributors) and trucking 
industry standards for hydraulics education.

A partial list of the institutions who partner with us because 
they have a desire to deliver hydraulic training brilliantly:
BJ Services Company -    Texas
Canadian Military (CFSEME) -   Ontario, CANADA
Des Moines Area Community College -  Iowa
Great Basin Community College -   California
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit -   Florida
Kennecott Utah Copper -    Utah
Long Beach Community College -   California
North Idaho College -    Idaho
San Joaquin Valley College -   California
Spartanburg Technical College -   South Carolina
Universal Technical Institute -   Nationwide
University of Alaska South East -   Alaska
United States Army Reserve -   Pennsylvania

A partial list of the institutions who partner with us because 
they have a desire to deliver hydraulic training brilliantly:
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10 good reasons why an FPTI™ training
system should be in your laboratory

1. SAFETY
The most compelling reason why you should have an FPTI™ simulator in your laboratory is safety.  
There is no doubt that learning on an actual machine has advantages.  However, consider the risks:

In many cases hydraulic components are difficult or impossible to reach.  Removing transmission 
lines is hazardous because, in the vast majority of cases, there is no way to determine if there is 
stored energy in the circuit.  When the pressure is released it might allow a mechanism to move 
unexpectedly.  Oil draining onto the floor is messy and creates potential slip/fall hazards.

Unexpected motion of propulsion systems or hydraulically-actuated mechanisms can cause severe 
injury or death.  Hydraulic components are sometimes placed in close proximity to cooling fans and 
drivelines, which can pose serious safety hazards.  Inexperienced students are particularly vulner-
able because they generally have never been exposed to these types of hazards.

We modeled our simulators around actual machines – without any of the potential risks associated 
with heavy, moving mechanisms, rotating drivelines, pinch points, oil leaks, fan-belts.

FPTI™ simulators are designed to make the hydraulic systems on industrial and mobile machines 
“transparent,” giving students a clear vision of all the components in a typical hydraulic system.  
Our simulators with wheel propulsion systems (MF300-VCLS series) are elevated so there is no 
risk of unexpected motion.  Our deep concern for safety reduces your liability. 

Six (6) directional control valves;  loadable cylinders and *loadable motor;  virtually every component 
found in industrial and mobile hydraulic systems;  fixed, pressure-compensated, and *load-sensing 
pump environments – and the ability to construct virtually any industrial or mobile hydraulic sys-
tem makes FPTI™’s range of simulators the most effective in the world for teaching, and learning, 
hydraulics - 
There is simply no safer or more effective way to teach, or learn, hydraulics!

(*optional).

2. MAXIMIZE YOUR INVESTMENT
Only 10% – 15% of the extraordinarily expensive components on the average mobile machine are 
related to the hydraulic system. The engine, transmission, axles, brakes, wheels and tires, frame, 
etc., have little or no value for hydraulics training – that’s money wasted!

Over 90% of the extraordinarily wide range of components and systems on the MF102 series 
simulators are there for the specific purpose of teaching, and learning, hydraulics – that’s money 
well invested! 

10 good reasons why an FPTI™ training
system should be in your laboratory
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4. UNLIMITED ACCESSIBILITY
Efficient use of costly floor space.

Machines occupy relatively large amounts of space.  When space is limited, machines have to be 
parked outside.  This means overhead doors are constantly opening and closing to bring machines 
in and out, which drives up heating and cooling costs and wastes valuable training time.  Limited 
space means the machines have to be relatively compact which makes accessibility difficult from a 
number of points of view;  large groups of students cannot assemble around a point of interest;  in 
many instances only one or two students can conduct a laboratory activity at a time;  many compo-
nents are difficult or impossible to reach.

An FPTI™ training simulator equipped with every component found on a typical industrial or mobile 
hydraulic system has a footprint that measures a meager 3 feet by 4 feet (91cm x 122cm).  Up to 
eight (8) students can work comfortably on an activity simultaneously, which promotes a healthy 
and safe “team-based” training environment.

5. COST-SAVINGS
You can purchase an entire FPTI™ industrial and mobile hydraulic training system to train up to 
twenty-four (24) students for the cost of one piece of *mobile machinery.

Purchasing a piece of mobile machinery is expensive and it has severe limitations with respect to 
learning.  Acquiring a given manufacturer’s machine means that students are learning in a biased 
environment - they get to learn that machine’s hydraulic system and will want to work on that hy-
draulic system after graduating from the course.  Instructors usually have to rely on that particular 
machine manufacturer for training materials.  Some unmatchablemanufacturers won’t part with their 
materials, while others will charge a handsome fee for them.

When you purchase FPTI™’s training system there is absolutely no bias, and no more checks to 
write.  The FPTI™ selects components from a wide variety of manufacturers.  In addition to the 
simulators, you get all the necessary PowerPoint® modules, student reference manuals, course 
workbooks, and instructor’s manuals - we can even personalize your course materials! (additional 
charges may apply).

(*example based on the cost of a back-hoe).

3. NO EXHAUST EMISSIONS
An exhaust emission ventilation system can cost as much as an entire MF100 series dual-station simulator.

When operating an internal combustion engine in a laboratory, it is mandatory to have an exhaust 
ventilation system - this is the first problem!  Learning how certain types of hydraulic systems work, 
and especially how to execute certain diagnostic procedures, can only be done if the vehicle is in 
motion.  This cannot be accomplished if the machine’s exhaust is connected to a stationary exhaust 
ventilation system.

All FPTI™ simulators are equipped with electric motors which emit zero-emissions.  Students are 
never subjected to harmful emissions in the course of learning.
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When students conduct lab activities on mobile machinery, they are inevitably going to spill gallons 
of oil as they disconnect and connect transmission lines, and remove and replace components.  This 
means permanent budgeting for costly cleaning materials, oil containment, oil disposal services, 
increased insurance premiums, as well as the increased risk of spilling oil into floor drains.

An MF102 series simulator holds a total volume of 4.5 gallons (17 liters) of oil, which is replaced 
once every two years – and that’s it!  With the added benefit of state-of-the-art, flat-face, “zero-leak” 
quick-connect/disconnect connections, students can execute dozens of simulator activities every 
day without spilling a drop of oil.

7. ELIMINATE OIL MANAGEMENT

Most hydraulic training simulator manufacturers build what they think you need, instead of finding 
out exactly what you need.  The net result;  trainers/simulators which are big and bulky, and which 
also require too much power to operate in a normal classroom.

With the sleek and stylish MF102 series simulators, you can create the perfect teaching and learning 
environment, because they can fit into almost any classroom size and operate on a standard 120V, 
20-amp circuit;  which gives your school unrivaled flexibility (All FPTI™ simulators are available for 
operation at any voltage or frequency).
 • The instructor can build illustrative circuits on the simulators to help him/her make key
  points while discussing hydraulic theory.
 • The instructor can discuss/review completed student activities in the classroom where
  he/she has a projector, white-board, and PowerPoint® slides – and the student’s full
  attention! 
 • The instructor can demonstrate component adjustment procedures.
 • There is no doubt that the most effective methodology of teaching students how to
  troubleshoot hydraulic components, is to demonstrate the procedure in front of the
  students while completing the various charts and graphs, which are superimposed
  from a PowerPoint® slide onto an adjacent whiteboard. This gives students the opportunity
  to actively engage in the process before being given the assignment to try for themselves.

8. THE “PERFECT” CLASSROOM

FPTI™ Training System - 10 good reasons

6. NO AGGRAVATING NOISE
Internal combustion engines are inherently noisy which interferes with the learning process.

Noise is aggravating and non-conducive to a good learning experience.  Students oftentimes fail 
to learn key points because they cannot hear the instructor.  When students are required to wear 
hearing protection, it becomes difficult for them to hear the instructor or discuss an activity with a 
fellow student.

FPTI™’s range of simulators are so quiet they can be used in the classroom; let alone the laboratory.  
Instructors and students can have engaging discussions without ever having to turn a simulator off.  
No hearing protection is necessary (unless mandated by your institution).
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Many schools are located in the midst of modern manufacturing plants which are laden with industrial 
hydraulic systems.  Students who learn on mobile hydraulic machines will have a natural tendency 
to graduate to jobs in the mobile sector, which leaves the local, industrial manufacturing facilities 
in sore need of competent hydraulic technicians.

The MF102 series simulators are designed with absolutely no bias towards either segment of the  
industry because in designing them we took this critical factor into consideration – instructors can 
teach industrial, mobile, or both – no problem!  This consideration extends to the textbooks and 
PowerPoint® presentations available with each simulator.

9. TARGETED TRAINING

10. Unprecedented Product - Unprecedented Support –
 Unprecedented Value – MAKE FPTI™ TRAINING SYSTEMS #1!

There is a good reason why FPTI™ training systems are the #1 choice for schools, colleges, and 
corporate training facilities who want “world-class” hydraulics training – we are hands-down, the 
best in the world!

FPTI™’s entire range of hydraulic training simulators were designed by award-winning hydraulics 
instructor Rory S. McLaren and his team of dedicated and enthusiastic professionals. 

Rory has spent his entire life teaching hydraulics around the world.  He is noted for his ability to take 
complex subjects, like hydraulics, and explain them in a manner which everyone can understand 
– and this is the philosophy upon which all these exceptional simulators and the entire program is 
built.

In addition to designing the simulators, he and his colleagues wrote the textbooks and manuals 
and developed the outstanding graphic presentations.  Rory also developed the revolutionary, safe, 
and time-saving technique for troubleshooting hydraulic components called “pressure/leak” testing. 

“We build the best hydraulic training system in the world because we care about people’s safety;  
we care deeply about what students learn;  we want instructors to be their very best;  we love what 
we do, and, we will settle for nothing less than perfection.”

When you call us for help; depending on your problem, you will speak directly with the engineer who 
designed your training simulator; the author who wrote your training manual; the artist who drew 
your PowerPoint® illustration - your problem will be solved by a caring professional!



MF102 SERIES SIMULATORS
Page 10

The MF102 series simulators inspired the phrase,      
“if you can’t take the students to the technology, 
take the technology to the students!”

When students learn hydraulics with the aid of 
the MF102 series simulators they learn on the 
identical circuits used on today’s state-of-the-art 
industrial and mobile hydraulic systems.

This gives them the opportunity to learn, in a re-
laxed classroom environment; how to work safely 
with hydraulics; applied hydraulic principles and 
laws; how to safely and correctly set-up and ad-
just hydraulic components; how to troubleshoot 
components and systems in real-time; and so 
much more!

The MF102 series simulators are designed to 
make the transition from the classroom to the 
workplace almost seamless!
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A family of hydraulic training simulators
built to fit your school’s budget and 
unique hydraulic training needs

MF200-CAV SIMULATOR
Page 24

An instructor can spend hours trying to explain to 
students what cavitation is, or he/she can simply 
turn the MF200-CAV simulator on and let it “do 
the teaching!”

Simulate high and low inlet restriction; what oc-
curs when oil discharges into the reservoir above 
the oil level; and, demonstrate the phenomenon 
called “vortex.”

With transparent inlet and outlet transmission lines 
and a backlit, transparent hydraulic reservoir, there 
is no easier way for an instructor to teach, or for a 
student to learn, everything he/she needs to know 
about what causes cavitation, and its ravaging 
effects on a hydraulic system.



MF300-VCLS
SIMULATOR
Page 28

This dynamic, 2-in-1 training simulator is an ab-
solute necessity if you want to teach students 
hydraulic steering systems and hydrostatic trans-
missions.

The front-end is equipped with a fully-functional, 
“plug-n-play” steering system complete with orbi-
trol steering valve, priority flow divider, cross-port 
relief valves, and dual steering cylinders.

The rear-end features a fully-functional, “plug-
n-play” hydrostatic transmission with dual drive 
motors.

This highly innovative trainer is available with or 
without a comprehensive diagnostics package. 9

“PLUG-and-PLAY” MODULES
Page 40

The MF102 series hydraulic training simulators 
are equipped with almost every component 
typically found in industrial and mobile hydraulic 
systems.

However, an instructor may want to include 
unique components to serve the distinct training 
needs of his/her local industry. We anticipated 
this!

To avoid costly and unnecessary duplication, we 
developed, and continue to develop, a variety of 
affordable “Plug-and-Play” modules which adapt 
to the simulators in a matter of minutes.

Blank plates are also available so you can build 
your own unique training modules.

MF500-HT-TSE SIMULATOR
Page 34

Instructors who use actual front-end loaders for teaching bucket 
control hydraulic systems and hydraulic steering systems encounter 
the same problems as they do using a skid-steer type loader for 
teaching hydrostatic transmission systems -
inherent safety hazards and the inability
to safely load the bucket control and
steering systems. This arguably makes
these types of vehicles useless for the
purpose of technical education.
Those problems are over . . .
  . . . meet the MF500-HT-TSE



Model MF102-H-TS
Basic Hydraulics and Troubleshooting
Page 18

The model MF102-H-TS simulators have the same superb 
capability as the MF102-H model simulators for teaching a 
course in Basic Hydraulics.  However, an extensive compo-
nent package has been added to increase its capability to 
include a comprehensive course in troubleshooting hydraulic 
components and systems.

There’s an MF102 series simulator to suit  
 your exact training needs,  
  AND your budget!

Model MF102-H Simulator
Basic Hydraulics
Page 16

The model MF102-H simulators are designed for educa-
tional institutions who want to teach an extensive course in 
hydraulics at any level.  With over 26 hydraulic components, 
10 diagnostic instruments, and fixed displacement pump and 
pressure-compensated pump environments (load-sensing 
optional), the MF102 series simulators are the most advanced 
hydraulics simulators in the world.

Model MF102-H-TSE (electronic)
Basic Hydraulics and Troubleshooting
Page 20

The model MF102-H-TSE simulators are our flagship 
models – they have the same superb component pack-
ages as the model MF102-H-TS simulators.  However 
the addition of a panel PC and full-color, interactive, 19-
inch (48.3cm), touch-screen makes it the most advanced 
diagnostics trainer in the world.10
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Train 3-4 students comfortably with a single-station model and up to 
8 students with a dual-station model -

MF102 Series Simulator Dimensions -

Available in convenient single-station 
and space saving dual-station
configurations!

Top view of typical work group 
configuration

Available in convenient single-station 
and space saving dual-station
configurations!
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1. Teach both Basic Hydraulics and Troubleshooting Hydraulic Components and Systems 
with one very capable training simulator.  Teach an extensive course in basic through advanced 
hydraulics and step up to the most comprehensive course in troubleshooting hydraulic components 
and systems ever devised.

2. Integrated loading – the transition from classroom to field can be daunting if a student learns 
hydraulics in an environment consisting exclusively of “imagination” and “simulation.”  Learning hy-
draulics in a “no-load” environment is not conducive to a rewarding learning experience.  The MF102 
series simulators leave nothing to the imagination because the cylinder and motor can operate safely 
with or without load.

3.	 Every	common	circuit	configuration	on	one	simulator	– there are three common pump/circuit 
configurations used in today’s modern industrial and mobile hydraulic systems:

  •  Fixed-displacement pump with open directional control valves.
  • Variable displacement, pressure-compensated pump with closed directional control valves.
  •  *Variable displacement, pressure and flow-compensated pump (load-sensing) with special  

  closed directional control valves.

Anticipating that students MUST learn how all three of these circuits function, and particularly, how to 
troubleshoot them, we built all three circuits into the MF102 series simulators – just another exclusive 
feature of FPTI™’s cutting-edge training system.

4. A “real-time” learning experience –
 students use actual schematics to learn to 

construct industrial and mobile circuits 
which are as simple, or complex, as 
the ones they will use in the real 
world.

*Optional

Counterbalance valve 
circuit

Sequence valve circuit

The MF102 series simulators are loaded with innovative 
features and just about every component found in today’s 
modern industrial and mobile hydraulic systems!

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

The MF102 series simulators are loaded with innovative 
features and just about every component found in today’s 
modern industrial and mobile hydraulic systems!
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5. Unparalleled quality –  FPTI™ went the extra mile to make your investment pay handsome dividends: 
  • All-steel tubular, frame design with unmatched aesthetic appeal.
 • All non-flexible transmission lines are made from stainless-steel tubing with stainless-steel
  Swagelok®-type connections.
  • All steel parts are finished in high-quality powder coating.
  • Four-wheel, heavy-duty casters with total-lock brakes.
  • 4.5 gallon (17 liter) hydraulic reservoir attached to the frame.
  • Quiet, 1HP, 120V, single-phase, electric motor – operates on a single 20-amp circuit.
  • Over 26 primary components and more than 10 diagnostic instruments make the MF102  

  series simulators the most well-equipped in the world (standard configuration).
  • Oil reservoir filler/breather conveniently located on oil drip-tray for easy filling.
  • Work tray, with magnetic tool holder, located on the motor housing to hold diagnostic 

  instruments and tools for pump set-up, adjust, and test.
  • Front panel is fabricated out of 3/16” (4.8mm) brushed aluminum. All components are clearly  

  silk-screened with their respective symbols onto the aluminum panel for a lifetime finish.
  • Components are mounted away from the panel to facilitate cleaning.

6. Swing-out power-unit – to give the students total access to the pump so they can learn how to 
execute critical pre and post-installation pump start-up procedures, the entire power-unit swings out 
into plain view.  Just another “real-world” feature designed into the MF102 series simulators.   This 
feature also allows students to learn how to execute in-line *pump flow testing, *pump inlet restric-
tion testing, *case pressure testing, and *prime-mover speed testing (*TS and TSE models only).

7. Swing-out hose caddy – hydraulic hoses and “T” connectors are neatly stored in a swing-out hose caddy, 
which can be stored out of sight when not in use. 

8. Self-closing, anti-hydro-lock feature – quick-connect/disconnect valves are notorious for hydro-
locking if a student inadvertently fails to make a secure connection and starts the power-unit.  In 
anticipation of this problem all MF102 series simulators are equipped with a self-closing, anti-hydro-
lock valve which unlocks those components which are most prone to hydro-locking.

9. No industry bias – instructors will feel as comfortable teaching industrial hydraulics as they will 
teaching mobile hydraulics.

10. No product bias – FPTI™ is a respected professional training institution.  Our training systems are 
built with products from a number of reputable manufacturers.  The goal is to learn, not sell!

11. Environmentally-friendly – the MF102 series simulators are designed to operate with either pe-
troleum-based oils, or biodegradable oils.  To minimize leakage, our entire range of simulators are 
equipped with zero-leak, flat-face quick-connect/disconnect valves.

12. Industry standard markings – for safety and practical purposes all components feature port iden-
tification markings, which are industry standard.  No component is altered for the purpose of educa-
tion. This makes the transition from classroom to workplace much safer and far less challenging.

13. Loaded with standard safety features – all moving parts are protected with transparent covers;  
electric motor overload protection;  lockout mechanism on the power ON/OFF switch;  “zero-leak” 
connections;  bold warnings and cautions;  Safe-T-Bleed® system;  anti-HydroLok valve;  and more!
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MF102 Series Simulators

All MF102 series simulators are equipped with the following standard
features and components (unless otherwise noted):

1. Variable displacement, pressure compensated, axial piston-type pump;   adjustable from 1.0 GPM  
 to 3.0 GPM (3.79 - 11.36 Lpm); adjustable pressure from 200 PSI to 1000 PSI (13.8 - 69 bar).

2. One (1) horsepower TEFC;  C-face electric motor;  120V single-phase;  1750 RPM; full-load amps - ten (10). 
 
3. 4.5 gallon (17 liter) hydraulic reservoir.

4. Return-line, spin-on/off filter with by-pass indicator.

5. ON/OFF switch with integrated thermal overload protection;  power-on indicator lamp with lockout  
 and tagout mechanism.

6. Four (4) industrial directional control valves – D03 size:
 a. 3-position, 4-way, float-center, solenoid-operated.
 b. 3-position, 4-way, tandem-center, solenoid-operated.
 c. 3-position, 4-way, closed-center, solenoid-operated.
 d. 3-position, 4-way, closed-center, solenoid-operated.

 Two (2) mobile directional control valves – D03 size:
 a. One (1) Monoblock type valve, cylinder spool, 
  3-position, 4-way, spring-centered, handlever-operated,
  w/pressure relief valve.
 b. One (1) Monoblock type valve, motor spool, 
  3-position, 4-way, spring-centered, handlever-operated,
  w/pressure relief valve. 

7. Four (4)-joystick controllers for solenoid-operated valves.

8. Pressure Control Valves (all knob-adjustable):
 a. Direct-operated pressure relief valve.
 b. Pilot-operated pressure relief valve with remote option.
 c. Sequence valve.
 d. Counterbalance valve with integral reverse flow check valve.
 e. Pressure reducing valve.
 f. Differential pressure unloading valve (MF100-ACC module only).

9. Flow Control Valves and Flow Dividers (adjustable):
 a. Needle valve.
 b. Flow control valve.
 c. Restrictor-type pressure compensated flow control valve.

4-station directional control valve manifold
with Flex-Plate mounted mobile directional 
control valve

COMPONENTS:

Pilot-operated check valve



MF102 Series Simulators
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10. Check valves:
 a. Conventional in-line.
 b. Pilot-operated (pilot-to-open) with mechanical override.
 c. Shuttle valve (available with load-sense option).

11. Actuators:
 a. Bi-directional hydraulic motor. 
 b. Double-acting, single-rod cylinder. 
 c. Double-acting, double-rod cylinder with load/no-load
  capability.
 d. Manual load engage/disengage lever.

12. Hydraulic hoses with quick-connect/disconnect fittings:
 a. Six (6) 28” (71cm) hoses per side.
 b. Eight (8) 42” (107cm) hoses per side.
 b. Four (4) 60” (152cm) hoses per side.
 c. Two (2) hose connectors  - to extend hose length - per side.

13. Six (6) “T” assemblies with “zero-leak” quick-connect/disconnect fittings.

14. Two (2) in-line flow meters – 2.0 GPM (7.57 Lpm).

15. Three (3) glycerine-filled, Bourdon tube-type pressure gauges; 0 - 1500 PSI (0 - 103 bar).
NOTE: Simulator manufacturers typically affix their pressure gauges to the front panel.  Connections to 

the gauges are made via hoses.  This makes it awkward for a student to relate to exactly where 
in the system the pressure is being monitored.  FPTI™ feels that students need to use pres-
sure gauges in the classroom in the identical manner they will use them in the workplace.  Up 
to three (3) gauges can be installed in a circuit in the exact location a student needs to monitor 
pressure.

16. Pressure/leak test pump with integral pressure relief valve (1000 PSI/69 bar) (TS and TSE models)

17. Digital tachometer records hydraulic motor RPM.

18. Swing-out power-unit with lined tool tray and integrated magnetic tool holder.

19. Digital oil temperature gauge.

20. Digital ambient temperature gauge.

21. Electronic stopwatch with auto retract.

22. Ammeter – analog.

23. Spill-proof oil reservoir filler (funnel).

24. Oil level sight glass.

25. Integrated load with manual load engagement mechanism.

26. Two (2) 24VDC receptacles (Single-station TS and TSE only).
 Four (4) 24VDC receptacles (Dual-station TS and TSE only).

Swing-out power unit with lined tool tray

On-board pressure/leak test pump
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MF102-H Model Simulators

MF102-H SIMULATOR
PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS
DESCRIPTION: 
The quintessential setting for teaching, and learning hydraulics, would be to set up a classroom in 
a manufacturing facility for a few weeks where students study industrial hydraulics, and then move 
the classroom to a construction site for 
a few weeks where they could study 
mobile hydraulics. 

For a student to gain maximum com-
prehension of hydraulics, he/she MUST 
learn in an environment wherein the 
theory is exceptionally well presented, 
and the lab activities are executed on a 
variety of hydraulic systems, which are 
capable of operating through complete 
“load-cycles.”

FPTI™ created this quintessential 
learning environment - the MF102-H 
model hydraulic training simulator!

What sets the MF102-H series hydrau-
lic training simulators apart from all 
other simulators, is their unique ability 
to replicate a fully functional industrial 
or mobile hydraulic system, which is 
capable of operating with or without 
load, and that’s not all! The model 
MF102-H has an unprecedented six 
(6) directional control valves – four 
(4) of which are subplate-mounted di-
rectly on the simulator – students can 
construct systems with complexity equal to, and in many cases greater than, those found in typical 
industrial and mobile machinery.

In addition, the MF102-H model simulators achieve yet another remarkable milestone in simulator 
design – a single simulator has the onboard capability to operate in fixed displacement, pressure-
compensated, and pressure and flow (*load-sensing) pump environments (*optional).

Add the numerous additional unique features, and you’ll quickly discover that the MF102-H model 
simulators are the most advanced in the world for both teaching, and learning, hydraulics.



MF102-H Model Simulators

TARGET CLIENT:
Technical colleges, universities, military training facilities, and corporate training facilities.

TARGET AUDIENCE:
Students who plan a career in the following areas: component rebuild technicians, diagnostic tech-
nicians, drafting personnel, engineers, field service technicians, maintenance planners, multi-craft 
technicians, sales personnel, system designers, technical writers.

The MF102-H model simulators can be used to teach almost any curriculum, 
industrial or mobile-based, at almost any level, with virtually no limitations.
This is due to the extensive variety of components, which are either standard on the simulator, or 
available in an affordable, convenient “Plug-and-Play” module format (see page 34 for details).
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The FPTI™ training system 
is so complete, that all you 
need to do is provide the 
instructor!
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MF102-H-TS Model Simulators

MF102-H-TS SIMULATORS
*PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS and TROUBLESHOOTING

DESCRIPTION: 
Add to the MF102-H model simu-
lator’s superb capability a total 
diagnostics package and you have 
the most versatile hydraulic training 
simulator in the world – the MF102-
H-TS model simulators.

There is absolutely no technology 
or method available anywhere - not 
even an actual machine -  that is 
more effective at teaching students 
how to troubleshoot hydraulic com-
ponents and systems than what 
the MF102-H-TS model simulators 
offer.

An astounding amount of develop-
ment went into the design of the 
MF102-H-TS model simulators. It 
began with a  nine (9) year study of 
hydraulic component leakage rates.

Initially, we had to determine what 
normal (design) leakage rates were.  
Then, we had to determine which of 
those leakage rates were marginal 
(normal variations), and which were 
unacceptable (abnormal variations).

Once we established this data, we had to find a way to make a hydraulic component transition from 
normal operation to abnormal operation without having to physically modify it.

We accomplished this by designing every component with a bypass orifice - the orifice size allowing 
the same amount of oil to bypass the valve as it would if the valve was actually worn out.

*The MF102-H-TS model simulators have the same superb capability as the MF102-H model simulators for 
teaching a complete course in Practical (Basic) Hydraulics.  However, an extensive component package has 
been added to increase their capability to include a comprehensive course in troubleshooting hydraulic com-
ponents using leakage path analysis methods.
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And finally, we had to develop a small, mechanical pump which would develop a finite amount of flow;  
low enough that it would not mask leakage, and high enough that it would not provide a “false posi-
tive.”  We called this technology “pressure/leak” testing.

After having perfected both technologies we introduced them into the MF102-H-TS model simula-
tors, and created the most advanced troubleshooting training system in the world, which is capable 
of replicating problems identical in every way, shape, and form to those a technician will face in the 
“real-world.” 

Here’s a very brief description of how this truly amazing learning system works:

At the conclusion of the comprehensive and highly interactive classroom instruction, the students are 
given a lab assignment.  They assemble at their respective simulators and construct the circuit.  They 
also have to set the system’s operating parameters.

Each activity starts out with an OSHA or MSHA mandated lockout and tagout procedure.

The activity in the student workbook instructs 
them to activate one or more switches which 
instantly transforms one or more “healthy” 
components into one or more worn compo-
nents. 

Using the identical diagnostic instruments 
they will use in the “real-world,” the students 
begin the process of testing the “suspect” 
components one at a time until all the defec-
tive components have been identified.

There is absolutely no more effective way to teach, or learn, hydraulics.  Moreover, students learn 
generic troubleshooting procedures, which prepares them to tackle problems on any type of industrial 
or mobile hydraulic system. 

TARGET CLIENT:
Technical colleges, universities, military training
facilities, and corporate training facilities.

TARGET AUDIENCE:
Students who plan a career in the following areas: 
component rebuild technicians, diagnostic technicians,
drafting personnel, engineers, field service technicians,
maintenance planners, multi-craft technicians,
sales personnel, system designers, technical writers.

Includes the identical diagnostic instrumentation
a technician will use in the real world.

Troubleshooting switches introduce “faults” into otherwise “healthy”
components on the siumlator.
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MF102-H-TSE Model Simulators

MF102-H-TSE (Electronic) SIMULATORS
PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS and TROUBLESHOOTING

DESCRIPTION: 
What do you get when you take 
an MF102-H-TS model simula-
tor, add a panel PC, and a 
vibrant, 19-inch (48cm) touch-
screen?

You get the most technologically 
advanced hydraulic training sys-
tem in the world . . . the amazing 
MF102-H-TSE model simulator!

The MF102-H-TSE series simulator 
is the FPTI™’s flagship simulator 
with truly stunning capability!

It has the same impressive capabil-
ity as the MF102-H and MF102-H-TS 
model simulators for teaching, and 
learning, basic through advanced hy-
draulics.  However, its prowess is in its 
stunning ability to teach “real-world” di-
agnostics;  a skill that is sorely lacking 
throughout the world.

In addition to having all the Practical Hy-
draulics activities programmed into the 
onboard PC touch-screen, there is also an extraordinarily comprehensive diagnostics program 
. . . and there’s more!

As an added option, you can program any machine’s hydraulic system into the PC’s database.  This 
is an excellent feature for machine and equipment manufacturers who want to teach their personnel 
and clients how to setup and/or troubleshoot their own machines.

The added benefit of having the flexibility of making your own “Plug-and-Play” modules makes the 
MF102-H-TSE model simulator’s capabilities limited only by the instructor’s imagination (see page 34 
for more information).

TARGET CLIENT:
Technical colleges, universities, military training facilities, and corporate training facilities.



MF102-H-TSE Model Simulators

1. The touch-screen lists a wide variety 
of industrial and mobile hydraulic sys-
tems.

 The student touches the assigned ac-
tivity, eg. front-end loader.

Here are just a few of the many hydraulic 
circuits in the troubleshooting program:
a.  Elevating table - industrial
b.  Aerial platform - mobile
c.  Coal conveyor - industrial
c.  Forklift - mobile
d.  Fold and Discharge machine - industrial
   . . . and many more!

2. The touch-screen shows an illustra-
tion of the respective machine and 
describes the operator’s complaint.

 
 The student reviews the complaint 

and touches “NEXT.”
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Here is a step-by-step overview of the MF102-H-TSE series 
simulator’s stunning capabilities:

Type of machine experiencing the problem(s)

Description of the problem(s) occurring 
as reported by the operator

Description of the student’s task

TARGET AUDIENCE:
Students who plan a career in the following areas: component rebuild technicians, diagnostic tech-
nicians, drafting personnel, engineers, field service technicians, maintenance planners, multi-craft 
technicians, sales personnel, system designers, technical writers.
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MF102-H-TSE Model Simulators

3. The touch-screen shows the hydraulic 
schematic for a typical front-end loader.

 The student constructs the circuit on 
the simulator and sets the parameters 
(flows and pressures) shown on the 
schematic.

 The student then touches “NEXT.”

4. The touch-screen displays the opera-
tor’s written complaint form which the 
student uses, in conjunction with the 
class theory, and a comprehensive 
student activity workbook (312 pag-
es), to analyze the problem.

 When the student is ready to start 
the troubleshooting activity, he/she 
touches “NEXT” which automatically 
sets one or more faults and starts the 
on-board timer.  

TimerStudent simulator activity 
workbook

Construct the circuit from the 
schematic
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The instructor can see a student’s progress without interrupting the activity by looking at the on-
screen progress report.  The progress report lists all the hydraulic components in the activity.  When 
the student “replaces” a component, whether it is defective or not, the check box next to the name of 
that component, turns green.

No Cheating! -
The computer program is designed to lock a student out of the activity in the event that he/she touches 
a symbol more than twice, or touches them all and selects “FINISH.”  This safeguards against students 
who might attempt to take “shortcuts.”

Once a student is locked out of an activity, the only way to re-enter is to repeat the activity - with the 
timer still running!

Should the student inadvertently touch the incorrect symbol, it will allow him/her to reset.  However, if 
the student repeats the error on the same symbol (touches it twice in error) it will lock him/her out of 
the activity.  The student is forced to repeat the activity, again with the timer still running.

5. When a diagnostic procedure yields 
a defective component, the student 
simply “replaces” the component by 
touching its corresponding symbol on 
the touch-screen.

 When the student believes that the 
activity has been successfully com-
pleted, he/she touches “FINISH.”  
The final screen grades the student’s 
performance.

On-screen progress report
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MF200-CAV

DESCRIPTION: 
Most people have “heard” about the phenom-
enon called “cavitation” –
very few have actually witnessed it!

Turn on this exceptional training simulator 
and let students actually “see” cavitation oc-
cur right before their eyes!
 
There is simply no easier way to teach, or 
learn, cavitation than with this stunning, one-
of-a-kind simulator.

TARGET CLIENT:
Technical colleges, universities, high schools,       
engineering schools, military training facilities, 
and corporate technical training facilities.

TARGET AUDIENCE: Students who plan 
a career in the following areas: component 
rebuild technicians, diagnostic technicians, 
drafting personnel, engineers, field service 
technicians, maintenance planners, multi-craft 
technicians, sales personnel, system design-
ers, technical writers.

MF200-CAV
PUMP CAVITATION SIMULATOR

Transparent, back-lit suction and pressure lines



MF200-CAV

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
The MF200-CAV Pump Cavitation Simulator will teach students
the following:
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Demonstrate vortex -
Occurs when oil levels are neglected or 
because of poor design

Demonstrate turbulence -
Caused by oil discharging above 
surface

Demonstrate cavitation and pseudo-cavita-
tion - Occurs when inlet is restricted or when 
there is an air leak present

1. Physics associated with the operation of a hydraulic 
pump.

2.  How the inlet side of a hydraulic pump works.

3.  How design influences the amount of restriction at the 
inlet side of a pump.

4.  Common design “oversights” when designing hydraulic 
pump intakes.

5.  Why it is critical to know what a particular pump’s nor-
mal inlet restriction is.

6.  What role altitude plays in the operation at the inlet 
side of a pump.

7.  What causes pump inlet restriction to increase to a level 
that can cause cavitation, the most common cause of 
abnormally high inlet restriction.

8.  What causes pump inlet restriction to decrease to a 
level that can cause pseudo-cavitation.

9.  The most common cause of abnormally low pump inlet
 restriction.

10.  What occurs when flow discharges above the oil level 
in a hydraulic reservoir.

11. What causes a “vortex” to occur in a hydraulic system.

12.  Why it is critical to “trend” pump inlet restriction.

13.  How to implement a proactive maintenance schedule 
for pump inlet restriction.
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MF200-CAV
PUMP CAVITATION SIMULATOR
The term “cavitation” is generally used to explain why a hydraulic pump may be making a noise.  However, 
is “cavitation” caused by “oil starvation” or “air contamination?”  Only one of these is correct.  Students 
MUST know which one it is in order to stop it from occurring.

Cavitation is a systemic problem, which means it causes severe damage to the entire hydraulic system.  It 
is arguably one of the most difficult subjects to teach, and learn, because it is usually “heard and not seen!”

The MF200-CAV is the most advanced trainer in the world for teaching students everything they need to 
know about cavitation, its common causes, and its devastating effect on a hydraulic system.

Much thought went into the design of this training masterpiece.  The transparent reservoir, transparent 
pump suction line, and transparent pump outlet port transmission line are backlit to enhance the stunning 
visual impact this simulator offers.

The MF200-CAV Pump Cavitation Simulator is designed to demonstrate the following:

1. Normal pump inlet restriction.

2. Abnormally high pump inlet restriction.

3. Abnormally low pump inlet restriction.

4. What occurs when oil is discharged above the oil level in a hydraulic reservoir.

5. What occurs when the pump inlet is too close to the surface of the oil – vortex.

MF200-CAV Pump Cavitation Simulator consists of:

1. Steel cart finished in durable, powder-coat.

2. Four wheel casters with brakes.

3. Fixed-displacement gear pump (2.0 GPM [7.57 Lpm]).

4. 1-HP, 115V single-phase, C-face electric motor.

5. Pre-set safety pressure relief valve.

6. Adjustable inlet restrictor valve.

7. Adjustable resistance valve.

8. Adjustable air inlet valve.

9. Panel-mounted, in-line flow meter (0.2–2.0 GPM/0.76-7.57 Lpm).

10. Panel-mounted, digital oil temperature gauge.

11. Panel-mounted, digital ambient temperature gauge.
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12. Panel-mounted, 4 inch, Bourdon tube-type, glycerine-filled 0-30” (0-762mm) Hg vacuum gauge.

13. Panel-mounted, four inch, Bourdon tube-type, glycerine-filled 0–600 PSI (41.4 bar) pressure 
gauge.  

14. Top-mounted, transparent reservoir with baffles - 5.3 gallon (20 Lpm) capacity.

15. Removable filler/breather cap.

16. Transparent pump suction line.

17. Transparent pump outlet port transmission line.

18. ON/OFF switch with thermal overload protection.

19. Stainless-steel tubing with Swage-Lok®-type stainless-steel connectors.

20. Face-plates finished with anodized, brushed aluminum.

21. Rugged, welded, powder-coat finished frame with storage shelf.

22. Adjustable height inlet tube inside tank.

23. Discharge tube above the oil level.

The following items are also included with the MF200-CAV Cavitation Simulator: 
1. Full-color PowerPoint® presentation in CD format.

2. Student workbook featuring simulator activities. 

3. Instructor’s manual.

See how cavitation
affects flow

Digital oil temperature 
gauge

Air inlet valve

Increase/decrease
pump inlet restriction

See how cavitation
affects pressure

Vacuum gauge

Ambient temperature
gauge

Increase/decrease
pressure

Power-unit
ON/OFF switch

Actually see how high or low 
inlet restriction affects the oil

Demonstrate how dis-
charging oil above the 
surface level causes 
turbulence

Raise and lower pump 
inlet inside the reservoir
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MF300-VCLS

MF300-VCLS
STANDARD SIMULATOR

DESCRIPTION: 
The Model MF300-VCLS 2-in-1 training simula-
tor features a fully functional, “build-and-drive” 
hydraulic steering system on the front-end, and a 
fully functional “build-and-drive” hydrostatic trans-
mission on the rear-end.

Steering System -
The steering system employs every hydraulic 
component found in a typical articulated vehicle’s 
steering system, including dual steering cylinders. 

Hydrostatic Transmission System -
The hydrostatic transmission or, closed-loop sys-
tem, is arguably one of the most challenging sys-
tems to both teach, and learn  , , , not any more!

The MF300-VCLS “build-and-drive” hydrostatic transmission simulator will have students understanding 
exactly how these unique hydraulic transmissions work in no time at all.

Featuring an over-center pump and dual, independent wheel-drive motors, students will not only assemble 
the circuit, but they will virtually see the oil flow through the loop, in both forward and reverse, through a pair 
of bi-directional, in-line flow meters, as they move the pump’s displacement control lever back and forth.

Plus, another FPTI™ exclusive: students generally have difficulty grasping the concept of exactly how 
moving a pump’s displacement control mechanism overcenter causes the flow to reverse - we solved this 
problem by installing two identical overcenter pumps, one above the other, and linking their displacement 
control levers together.  One is fully functional, while the other is cutaway so students can see inside.

TARGET CLIENT:
Technical colleges, universities, high schools, military training facilities, machine and equipment manu-
facturers, and corporate training facilities.

TARGET AUDIENCE:
Students who plan a career in the following areas: component rebuild technicians, diagnostic technicians, 
drafting personnel, engineers, field service technicians, maintenance planners, multi-craft technicians, 
sales personnel, system designers, technical writers.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES – Steering System:
The MF300-VCLS training simulator will aid an instructor in teaching students the following:
1. How a priority flow divider functions (bypass-type, pressure-compensated flow control).
2. How a steering orbitrol valve functions.
3. How a steering system’s main pressure relief 

valve functions.
4. How to set the steering system’s main pressure 

relief valve.
5. How a dual cross-port relief valve functions.
6. How to set dual cross port relief valves.
7. How steering cylinders function.
8. How to interpret symbols for the components in 

a typical hydraulic steering system.
9. How to read the schematic for a typical hydraulic 

steering system.
10. How to properly construct a typical steering 

system and make all the necessary pressure 
settings.

11. How a steering pump with integral pressure relief 
and priority flow control functions.

12. How dual, single-rod, double-acting steering 
cylinders function.

13. Safety features include:
 safety pressure relief valve;  breakaway rear wheels;  breakway steering.

The “build-and-drive” hydraulic steering system consists of the following components:
1.  Self-contained, fixed-displacement pump with 1HP, single-phase motor.
2.  Orbitrol steering valve – open-center.
3.  Control console with steering wheel.
4.  Main Pressure relief valve.
5.  Priority flow divider.
6.  Dual, single-rod, double-acting steering cylinders.
7.  Dual, cross-port relief valves with mono-block body.
8.  Safety relief valve.
9.  0-1000 PSI (0-69 bar) pressure gauge.
10.  Digital temperature gauge.
11.  *Spin on/off filter with by-pass indicator.
12.  *Transparent reservoir with isolator mountings.
13. All-steel frame with powder-coat finish.
14. Four (4) wheel casters with brakes.

*Common to both systems.

NOTE: All components are fitted with flat-face, “zero-leak” quick-connect/disconnect 
fittings for ease of use.

Orbitrol steering valve
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MF300-VCLS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES – Hydrostatic Transmission System:
The MF300-VCLS training simulator will aid an instructor in teaching students the following:

1. Advantages and disadvantages of hydrostatic drives.
2. Typical applications for hydrostatic drives – industrial and mobile.
3. How to interpret the hydraulic symbols for components in a typical hydrostatic transmission.
4. How to read the hydraulic schematic for a typical hydrostatic transmission.
5. Safety practices for operating, servicing, repairing, maintaining and troubleshooting hydrostatic 

transmissions.
6. How a variable displacement, over-center pump works.
7. Pump displacement controllers – manual, manual over hydraulic, and electronic over hydraulic.
8. Proper external drain pump and motor pre-start-up and post start-up procedures.
9. The function and purpose of a charge pump.
10. The function and purpose of a charge pressure relief valve.
11. How to properly set a charge pressure relief valve.
12. The function and purpose of the dual charge check valves.
13. Operation of a typical hydrostatic transmission:
  • System start-up
  • Charge circuit - neutral
  • Charge circuit - forward and reverse
  • Forward operation
  • Reverse operation
  • Low pressure loop operation
  • Dynamic braking
  • Case drain circuit
  • Cooling and filtering circuit
  • High-pressure relief valve operation
14. Proper and safe towing procedures for vehicles equipped with hydrostatic wheel drive systems.
15. The advantages and disadvantages of dual, parallel motors.
16. The advantages and disadvantages of dual, series motors. 
17. How the “dynamic braking” in a hydrostatic drive functions.
18. How to construct a dual-parallel drive circuit.
19. How to construct a dual-series drive circuit.
20. Common pitfalls which lead to start-up failures on hydrostatic transmissions.
21. Common pitfalls which lead to premature failure of hydrostatic transmissions.

MF300-VCLS
STANDARD SIMULATOR
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The “build-and-drive” hydrostatic transmission system consists of the following com-
ponents:

1. 1.5 HP electric motor: 115V single-phase,
 C-frame, 1750 RPM.
2. Variable-displacement, over-center,
 axial-piston pump with manual operator.
3. Cut-away of identical pump, which op-

erates in tandem with the drive pump 
(allows students to study how an over-
center pump works while it is operating).

4.  Dual, fixed-displacement, bi-directional, 
gerotor-type hydraulic motors.

5.  Control console with manual pump
 displacement control lever.
6.  Panel-mounted 0-100 PSI (0-6.9 bar) 

charge pressure gauge.
7.  Dual, in-line, bi-directional flow meters.
8.  *Spin on/off filter with by-pass indicator.
9.  *Digital temperature gauge.
10.  *Reservoir with isolator mountings.
11. Rear wheels are designed to move independently of axles to prevent safety hazards.

*Common to both systems.

NOTE: All components are fitted with flat-face, “zero-leak” quick-connect/disconnect 
fittings for ease of use.

Cut-away of over-center pumpManual pump displacement control lever
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MF300-VCLS-TS
TROUBLESHOOTING SIMULATOR

DESCRIPTION: 
The TS model trainers were designed to help 
schools and colleges overcome the critical 
shortage of highly-skilled hydraulic diagnostic 
technicians.  Even students who graduate from a 
noteworthy technical college are unable to safely 
and effectively troubleshoot  industrial and mobile 
hydraulic systems.

The main reason for the problem is that instruc-
tors simply do not have the proper tools to teach 
students safe and highly effective diagnostic 
procedures – until now!

The Model MF300-VCLS-TS simulator is a “lean, 
mean troubleshooting teaching machine.”  It has 
the same superb capability as the standard model 
with the added benefit of making almost every 
hydraulic component “fail” at the flick of a switch!

Designing the TS model simulators was no easy 
task.  We conducted an extensive nine (9) year 
study of typical wear patterns and rates of the 
vast majority of hydraulic components.
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TARGET CLIENT: Technical colleges, universities, high schools, military training facilities, ma-
chine and equipment manufacturers, and corporate training facilities.

With this data in-hand, we designed the leakage rates into the components on the TS model trainers.  We 
then developed a technique for  analyzing leakage rates in hydraulic components without either removing 
them from the circuit or disassembling them.  We perfected the technology and called it “pressure/leak 
testing.”

This revolutionary troubleshooting system is built into every TS model trainer built by the FPTI™.  Schools 
and colleges who make pressure/leak testing an integral component of their hydraulics training will play 
an important role in ending the current crisis.
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TARGET AUDIENCE:
Students who plan a career in the following areas: component rebuild technicians, diagnostic tech-
nicians, drafting personnel, engineers, field service technicians, maintenance planners, multi-craft 
technicians, sales personnel, system designers, technical writers.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES – Steering System:
The MF300-VCLS-TS training simulator will aid an instructor in teaching students how to troubleshoot 
the following components:
1. Fixed displacement pump.
2. Steering orbitrol valves.
3. Priority flow dividers. 
4. Steering system’s main pressure relief valves. 
5. Dual cross-port relief valves. 
6. Single and dual steering cylinders. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES – Hydrostatic Transmission System:
The hydrostatic transmission is a relatively simple system, yet arguably the most challenging and 
expensive to troubleshoot.

The MF300-VCLS-TS training simulator will aid an instructor in teaching students how to troubleshoot 
hydrostatic transmissions when:
1. Transmission doesn’t operate in either direction – forward or reverse.
2. Neutral is difficult or impossible to find.
3. Transmission is overheating and lacks power.
4. Transmission is sluggish.

In addition students will learn how to execute the following diagnostic procedures:
1. Flow test an overcenter pump.
2. Flow test a charge pump.
3. Determine why charge pressure is too high or too low.
4. Determine why charge pressure is too low in forward and reverse.
5. Flow test a hydraulic motor.
6. Test pump and motor case pressure.

In addition, students will learn critical thinking and analytical skills:
1. How to interview a machine operator to accelerate the troubleshooting process.
2. How to properly apply symptoms to the appropriate components.
3. How to plan the “troubleshooting trip.”
4. How to select the proper diagnostic instruments for the task at hand.
5.  How to safely and correctly use flow meters, pressure gauges, vacuum gauges, temperature 

gauges, and tachometers to solve problems.
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MF500-TSE SIMULATORS

Purpose -
Instructors who use actual front-end loaders for 
teaching bucket control hydraulic systems and 
hydraulic steering systems encounter the same 
problems as they do using a skid-steer type loader 
for teaching hydrostatic transmission systems -
inherent safety hazards and the inability
to safely load the bucket control and
steering systems. Which arguably makes
these types of vehicles useless for the
purpose of technical education.

The MF500-IS-TSE hydraulic implement 
and articulated steering module is designed
exclusively for educational purposes, which
made safety our number one design objective.

Safety -
the driving force behind the design
and development of the MF500-HT-TSE -
Skid-steer type loaders are today’s hydrostatic trans-
mission training simulators – you will find one in the 
lab of almost every technical college in the country.

However, these types of vehicles offer a host of
unique safety hazards. Some of the more serious 
hazards include: unexpected vehicle motion, rotating 
wheels and shafts; noxious exhaust emissions; hot 
engine components; improperly supported vehicle, 
disconnecting of critical manufacturer installed 
safety devices, confined space, hot oil, etc.

The MF500-HT-TSE eliminates ALL of the hazards 
associated with using a skid-steer type loader as a 
hydrostatic transmission training simulator because 
it is designed for educators not for a construction 
site.

In addition to the numerous safety hazards posed 
by skid-steer type loaders in a lab, there are ad-
ditional distinct disadvantages which include: the 
compactness of the vehicle makes it impossible 
for the instructor to engage in any type of demon 
stration or group activity with regard to component 

MF500-HT-TSE Hydrostatic Transmission
Training Simulator

adjustment and or diagnostics procedures. It is 
also impossible to safely load the hydrostatic drive. 
These disadvantages erase 90% of the vehicle’s 
educational value.

The MF500-HT-TSE is the solution fluid power in-
structors have been looking for because:
• It has the look and feel of a skid-steer type loader  
 with outstanding teaching and learning capability. 
• The hazards associated with using diesel- 
 driven mobile machinery are eliminated.
• Instructors can perform meaningful group 
 discussions and demonstrations associated with  
 hydrostatic transmission pre-start, adjustment, and  
 diagnostic procedures while the system is operating  
 under any type of load conditions. The results are  
 guaranteed: students will benefit because they  
 are learning and understanding “need-to-know”  
 information.
• Students can drive it, load it, troubleshoot it, and even  
 “abuse” it, in the confines of a lab without ever 
 putting rubber on the ground. 

The MF500-HT-TSE is, without a doubt, the safest 
and most effective training simulator available for 
teaching and learning hydrostatic drives.

MF500-HT-TSE
Hydrostatic
Transmission
Training Simulator
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Features	and	Benefits:
1. Teaching and Learning in real-time - 
Bridges the gap between simulated learning and real-
world experience. Learning hydrostatic transmission 
systems on the MF500-HT-TSE more than adequately 
prepares students to meet the challenges associated 
with maintaining,
servicing, repairing and troubleshooting
hydrostatic transmission systems safely
and effectively because
they learn on a fully
functional system.

   

 

2. The MF500 will rapidly transform students into much 
needed highly-skilled hydrostatic transmission techni-
cians who have the skill-sets to safely and correctly 
perform the following:
• Pump and/or motor installation procedures
• Pump and/or motor pre-start checks and adjustments 
• Pump and/or motor start-up checks and adjustments
• How to set charge pressure relief valves on systems with  
 and without hot oil shuttle valves
• How to set main pressure relief valves and pressure over- 
 ride valves
• How to perform null adjustments on electronic displace- 
 ment control valves
• How and where to check pump and motor case pressures 
• How to perform mechanical adjustments on elec- 
 tronic and mechanical displacement control valves
• How to perform *diagnostic procedures on a hydrostatic  
 transmission system

 *for more information about the extent of the diagnostic  
 procedures please refer to the troubleshooting section in  
 the course workbook.

3. Extremely versatile -  
Teach any type or make of hydrostatic transmis-
sion on the MF500-HT-TSE. The standard trainer 
is equipped with a dual tandem-pump configuration 
with dual joysticks and electronic pump displacement 
controls. You can purchase the MF500-HT-TSE with 
the hydrostatic transmission of your choice (prices 
may vary), or you can easily adapt a different type 
of pump at a later time.

   The same applies to the wheel drive motors.  
   The standard MF500-HT-TSE is equipped  
   with dual high torque/low speed motors.  
   However, it can also be equipped with low  
   torque/high speed motors. Or a low speed/ 
   high torque motor can be installed on one  
   side and a high speed/low torque motor on  
   the other.

4. Nothing, including an actual vehicle, can match 
the MF500-HT-TSE’s  troubleshooting teaching and 
learning capability -
The perfect situation for a student to learn how to 
troubleshoot a hydrostatic transmission is to give 
them an actual machine, which is experiencing a 
real-time problem. There is a remote possibility that 
this can happen. However, what is virtually impos-
sible is to find machines with every type of failure 
a typical hydrostatic transmission can experience 
so students can learn broad troubleshooting skills. 

Dual tandem-pumps with dual joysticks and electronic pump
displacement controls

MF500-HT-TSE shown with optional
MF500-IS Implement & Steering System

Training Module
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MF500-TSE SIMULATORS

MF500-HT-TSE Hydrostatic Transmission
Training Simulator
5. Nothing else matches the MF500-HT-TSE’s 
 diagnostic learning capabilities -
 Over three decades of hydrostatic transmission 
 trouble-shooting experience is designed into  
 the MF500-HT-TSE. It’s diagnostic capability is  
 so advanced that every fault a typical hydrostatic  
 transmission can experience in the field can be  
 automatically introduced into the system for real- 
 world troubleshooting in real-time. Faults include  
 worn pump(s), worn motor(s), electronic 
 problems, operation in one direction and not the  
 other, sluggish operation, over-heating, etc.

6. MF500-HT-TSE safety features are endless - 
• No wheels on the ground equals no unforeseen  
 safety hazards -
 Tires and tracks  
 on hydrostatically-  
 propelled vehicles 
 offer unique hazards  
 in a confined space - 
 even when they are  
 elevated.
 Hydrostatic drives  
 a r e  e x t r e m e l y 
 sensitive and on  
 most machines can “drive-through” their park  
 brakes. The hazard level is heightened when a  
 group of students are working on a machine with  
 the engine running.

• No hazardous rotating wheels or moving tracks -
 Rotating wheels and moving tracks present a 
 variety of considerable safety hazards, which 
 include: snagging clothing, crushing, etc. Every  
 moving part on the MF500-HT-TSE was carefully  
 analyzed for potential hazards. The four drive  
 wheels are contained in heavy-duty, transparent  
 plastic enclosures and all moving drive-train 
 components are covered.

•  No fatigue because all major components are mounted  
 waist high -
 Learning while crouched in the “belly” of a compact

 loader/excavator causes fatigue and frustration. It  
 also results in students having to execute solo  
 activities, which wastes valuable learning time. All  
 hydraulic components on the MF500-HT-TSE are  
 mounted where students work upright in a team- 
 based learning environment.

• No slip hazards or environmental problems -
 To minimize oil spillage all hydraulic components  
 are equipped with self-draining oil pans. Also, all  
 quick-connect/disconnect connections are flat- 
 face, zero-leak type.

•  No confined space hazards -
 Learning a task is challenging enough without a  
 student having to do it while standing on his/her  
 head. Almost every hydraulic component in a  
 compact mobile machine is extremely difficult to  
 access, which makes team-based learning difficult  
 or impossible. It also decreases retention. The lab  
 is where students must learn and understand how  
 to do the task safely and efficiently - and also 
 generically. Once they know how, they will be able  
 to deal with the access problems they will 
 encounter in the field.

• Four (4) emergency stops -
 In the unlikely event that something goes wrong,  
 every work-station has easy access to an 
 emergency stop button - pump controls, hydraulic  
 motors (left and right), implement directional 
 control, and steering.

• Equipped with FPTI™’s exclusive Safe-T-Bleed®  
 system - Safe-T-Bleed® is a product developed by  
 FPTI™ and is exclusive to FPTI™ training 
 simulators. The Safe-T-Bleed® system is 
 designed to permit students to learn how to  
 execute critical lockout and tagout procedures in  
 accordance with State and Federal laws. Safe-T- 
 Bleed® provides a means to safely bring a 
 hydraulic system to zero mechanical state, which  
 means no discharging high-pressure oil to 
 atmosphere. Safe-T-Bleed® is also installed on  
 the cylinders so students can learn how to purge  
 air from cylinders without loosening connectors.
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• Industry-standard lockout devices - 
 All electrical panels and moving parts are  
 equipped with industry-standard safety lockout/ 
 locking devices. The implement and steering  
 mechanisms are equipped with self-contained  
 mechanical locking devices identical to those  
 found on actual machinery.

• Industry-standard Warning and Caution decals -
 Industry-standard, multi-lingual warning and 
 caution decals are placed appropriately through 
 out the machine(s).

Specifications -
Prime mover: Electric motor; 20HP (15 kw); TEFC; 
C-face; 1800 RPM; 3-phase - 230/460V

Pumps: Dual, tandem-mount, axial piston type 
pumps; 138 bar (2000 PSI); 38 Lpm (10 GPM); elec-
tronic displacement control.

Motors: Dual, high torque/low speed motors; fixed 
displacement 82 cm3/rev. (5.0 in3/rev.)

Reservoir capacity:  643 liters (170 gallons)

Dynamic wheel load: Independent left-hand and 
right-hand wheel drive with infinitely variable elec-
tronic load control in forward and reverse.

Panel PC: Panel PC, Microsoft® Windows™ soft-
ware; 48 cm (19”) full-color touch-screen with pre-
loaded learning software and diagnostic activities.

Diagnostics: Pre-programmed activities covering 
every fault published in a typical hydrostatic transmis-
sion manufacturer’s troubleshooting flow charts.

Safety features: 
• Transparent wheel covers - Drive wheels enclosed  
 in Lexan® enclosures
• Safe-T-Bleed® - Pumps equipped with Safe-T- 
 Bleed® system for safe de-energization and 
 verification
• Emergency stops - The MF500 has four (4) 
 emergency stop switches
• Redundant electrical lockout - Both low voltage and  
 high voltage enclosures are equipped with 
 redundant lockouts

• Oil drip/re-circulating trays - Drip trays, which 
 automatically recycle spilled oil in to the reservoir  
 are located below both wheel motors and pumps
• Industry-standard Warning and Caution decals -
  Multi-lingual warning and caution decals are  
 placed where-ever necessary on the machine

Options:     
Prime mover: Diesel drive

Pumps: Any make or type currently available, e.g., 
Sauer Danfoss®, Rexroth®, Eaton®, Linde®, etc.

Pump controls: Mechanical, hydraulic pilot

Motors: High-speed/Low torque, fixed or variable dis-
placement motors
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Adding the optional, and affordable, “plug-and-play” 
hydraulic implement and articulated steering system 
trainer to the MF500-HT-TSE hydrostatic transmis-
sion trainer transforms it into a fully-functional front-
end loader with articulated hydraulic steering, and 
a cylinder service center.

Purpose -
Instructors who use actual front-end 
loaders for teaching bucket control
hydraulic systems and hydraulic 
steering systems encounter the
same problems as they do using a
skid-steer type loader for teaching
hydrostatic transmission systems -
inherent safety hazards and the inability
to safely load the bucket control and
steering systems. Which arguably makes
these types of vehicles useless for the
purpose of technical education.

The MF500-IS-TSE hydraulic implement and ar-
ticulated steering module is designed exclusively 
for educational purposes, which made safety our 
number one design objective.

Safety -
The MF500 designers identified four potential haz-
ards associated with the use of front-end loaders in 
an educational setting: 
1. Bucket riding - It is possible for a student to ride in the  
 bucket of a front-end loader. 

2.  Foot pinch-point - It is possible for the bucket  
 of a front-end loader to be  inadvertently  
 lowered onto a student’s foot. This problem  
 is of particular concern if the bucket is equipped  
 with a float option. The float option makes it 
 possible for the bucket to free-fall to the ground  
 from any elevation if the float position is 
 inadvertently selected

MF500-IS-TSE Hydraulic Implement
and Articulated Steering System Module (optional)

 
3.  Unsecured load - If a student placed an object 
in the  bucket of a front-end loader to simulate load 
there is a possibility the load could fall out if the 
bucket is inadvertently tipped forward.

4.  Lift arm and rollback mechanical locks - Most 
bucket mechanisms have integrated mechanical 
locking devices. However, some lock the cylinder 
rods only. In the event of a cylinder being removed 
it is possible to compromise safety.

The MF500 designers eliminated these hazards:
1. No floor surface in the bucket - Without a floor  
 surface to stand on, students are not enticed into  
 “riding” the bucket.
2. Bucket lip and sides do not touch the ground -  
 The entire lower surface of the bucket is 
 designed to stop at least 15cm (6”) off the  
 ground to prevent foot crush hazards.
3. Safe and secure load - No floor means no  
 loose loads, which can fall out accidentally.   
 The load fastens securely to the bucket with  
 redundant safety locks and pins.

Optional hydraulic implement and
articulated steering training module 
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 4. Mechanical locks - The lift/lower, rollback/dump, and  
 articulated steering mechanisms, are void of pinch- 
 points. However, to give students a sense of reality,  
 safety locking mechanisms identical to those used  
 in industry were added so they can practice and  
 learn how important mechanical locks are and how  
 to properly use them.
 In addition, the lift-cylinders are equipped with  
 integral, non-adjustable, safety flow control 
 orifices, which are designed to regulate descent  
 velocity in the event of a hydraulic hose failure and  
 when lowering a loaded bucket.

Features	and	Benefits:
Load is mobile, safe, and environmentally friendly - 
The load consists of a 265 liter (70 gallon) water tank, which is 
contained on a mobile fixture. Heavy-duty casters with 
four-wheel brakes support the load.

Load engagement in the bucket is simple, safe, and 
semi-automatic. The load assembly has two steel 
arms welded to a steel support bar. When the load is 
rolled into the bucket the arms engage two slots (one 
on either side) in the rear plate of the bucket. Once 
through the slots, the arms are locked into place with 
pins (chained to the
bucket). 

If a student forgets to install the pin(s) a redundant locking 
system automatically locks onto the bucket as it begins 
upward movement.

Compact - 
Lab floor space is limited and expensive. The 
MF500-HT-TSE is designed with this in mind. With 
a footprint of only 163cm (64.0”) wide x 193cm 

(76.0”) long, it is a fraction of the size of an actual ar-
ticulated machine, which makes it easy to maneuver 
and store.

The optional implement and articulated steering 
mechanism (MF500-IS-TSE) with a footprint of only 
107cm (42.0”) wide x 191cm (75.0”) long sits on three 
wheels, which are positioned in the form of a tricycle 
makin  g it easy to move and store.

Attaching or detaching the module is simple – wheel it 
into place, install two pins, connect two quick-connect 
fittings, plug in the 24VDC receptacle – and it’s ready 
to go.

Cylinder rebuild station - 
As an added convenience the load mechanism is 
equipped with an integral cylinder rebuild station, which 
is designed to permit two groups of students to disas-
semble/assemble cylinders at the same time.

This feature enhances
safety because
without it students
are forced to
wrestle cylinders,
which are either
locked in a vice,
or lying on a
workbench. If the parts
unexpectedly fall they can
cause severe injuries to the legs and feet.

The MF500-IS-TSE ships with one (1) additional bucket 
lift/lower cylinder, which has defective seals. When 
teaching troubleshooting, the instructor can install the 
defective cylinder - no wrenches required.

The cylinder repair station is designed with safety in 
mind. The student simply slides the cylinder into a 
cradle (no tools necessary) and installs a locking pin, 
which not only secures the cylinder but also prevents 
it from rotating when the student is loosening/tighten-
ing the gland.

Even if the student forgets to install the locking pin, 
the cylinder cannot move even when the load lifts up. 
To prevent oil from spilling onto the ground, two (2) 
removeable oil drip trays are strategically located on 
the table top.
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Simply loosen two bolts . . .

. . . and slide module into place.

TURN-KEY PACKAGE
All MF100 “Plug-and-Play” modules include an instructor’s manual, student manuals, and full-color 
PowerPoint® presentation, which leaves the instructor with nothing to do but teach, and the students 
to learn!

VERSATILITY
The MF100 “Plug-and-Play” modules can adapt to any manufacturer’s existing trainers/simulators 
with the use of our universal mounting bracket.  However, a 24VDC plug must be available for those 
modules which have the troubleshooting/diagnostics package.  An optional 24VDC converter is avail-
able for non-FPTI™ trainers/simulators and MF102-H model simulators.

BUILD YOUR OWN UNIQUE MODULES
It’s your simulator, surely you should be able to use it to teach your own unique components.  You 
can!  Simply purchase a blank adaptor plate and build your own unique modules - or have our team 
of perfectionists build it for you.
 MF100-BL  -   Blank left-hand plate module.
 MF100-BR  -  Blank right-hand plate module.
 MF100-BS  -  Blank special plate module (you pick the size!)

SIMPLE TO INSTALL
Your MF102 series simulator is designed to grow with your budget or train-
ing needs.  Simply loosen two bolts (handles on newer models), slide the 
interactive “Plug-and-Play” module into position, tighten the bolts (handles), 
and significantly increase your simulator’s teaching, and learning, capabil-
ity - in an instant!

Connect the 24VDC receptacle into the plug, which is conveniently located 
on the side of the MF102 series simulator (the 24VDC receptacle is a stan-
dard feature on all MF102-H-TS and MF102-H-TSE model simulators).

For safety reasons, there is absolutely no 120VAC power in any of the 
modules.  The 120VAC power is safely contained inside the MF102 series 
simulators.

SIMPLE TO STORE
As your collection of “Plug-and-Play” modules grows you will need some-
where safe and convenient to store them.  FPTI™ offers you a choice of 
two convenient mobile storage racks - one which holds eight (8) modules 
or one which holds sixteen (16) modules.
 MSR-8 - Eight module storage rack.
 MSR-16 - Sixteen module storage rack.

These modules will adapt to any manufacturer’s training simulator!
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DESCRIPTION: 
The MF100-ACC accumulator with differential pres-
sure unloading valve module is just one of the many 
modules, which can be easily attached to the MF102 
series simulator to increase its already impressive 
teaching, and learning, capability. 

Once attached to any of the MF102 series simu-
lators, the accumulator with differential pressure 
unloading valve becomes an integral part of the 
simulator and operates seamlessly with all the com-
ponents on the simulator.

The turn-key “Plug-and-Play” accumulator with dif-
ferential pressure unloading control valve module 
has everything that a student needs to learn about 
accumulators and differential pressure unloading 
valves.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS FOR
ACCUMULATORS AND DIFFERENTIAL
PRESSURE UNLOADING VALVES:
Process machinery, packaging machines, produc-
tion machines, plastic injection molding machines, 
mobile machinery, assembly lines, steel and timber 
mills, theme and amusement parks, etc.

MF100-ACC
ACCUMULATOR WITH
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE UNLOADING VALVE MODULE

TARGET CLIENT:
Technical colleges, universities, military training facilities,
corporate technical training facilities, and owners of existing 
FPTI™ and non-FPTI™ brand fluid power trainers/simulators.

TARGET AUDIENCE:
Students who plan on a career in servicing, maintaining, repairing and troubleshooting industrial and 
mobile equipment, mobile equipment repair technicians, component rebuild technicians, and field service 
technicians.

Accumulator charge kit included with module
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
The MF100-ACC training module will aid instructors in teaching students the following:
1. Correct safety practices when working on and around accumulators. 
2. The various types of accumulators.
3. How the various types of accumulators function.
4. Advantages and disadvantages of accumulators.
5. Typical industrial and mobile applications for accumulators.
6. How to properly and safely use an accumulator nitrogen pre-charge kit.
7. How to properly and safely pre-charge an accumulator with nitrogen.
8. How to interpret the symbol for an accumulator.
9. Correct safety practices when working on and around differential pressure unloading valves. 
10. Advantages and disadvantages of differential pressure unloading valves. 
11. How a differential pressure unloading valve functions. 
12. Typical industrial and mobile applications for differential pressure unloading valves.
13. How to properly and safely install a differential pressure unloading valve in a system.
14. How to properly and safely set a differential pressure unloading valve.
15. How to interpret the symbol for a differential pressure unloading valve.

The MF100-ACC accumulator with differential pressure unloading valve module consists 
of the following components:
1. One (1) quart (0.95 litre) bladder-type accumulator.
2. Cartridge-type, adjustable, differential pressure unloading valve with integral check valve.
3. Cartridge-type, adjustable safety relief valve. 
4. Pressure gauge, 0-1000 PSI (0-69 bar), Bourdon tube-type, glycerine-filled, panel-mounted.
5. Anti-hydra-lock safety valve.
6. All transmission lines are fabricated out of stainless-steel tubing.
7. All connections are stainless-steel Swagelok®-type connectors.
8. Aluminum, self-contained cabinet with removable back-cover. Both are finished with durable 

powder-coat finish.
9. Integrated drip-tray and drain.
10. All connections are with “zero-leak” flat-face quick-connect/disconnect valves. Connections are 

compatible with all connections on the MF102 series simulators. 
11. Anodized, brushed aluminum face-plate with screen-printed safety warnings and cautions, com-

ponent identification, and appropriate hydraulic symbols.  
12. Accumulator nitrogen charging kit with rugged storage-case.
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DESCRIPTION: 
The MF102 series simulators are designed  to grow with 
your training needs and your training budget.

The MF100-PDCV proportional flow and directional 
control valve module is just one of the many modules 
which can be easily attached to the MF102 series simu-
lators to increase its already impressive teaching, and 
learning, capability. 

Once attached to the MF102 series simulator, the pro-
portional flow and directional control valve becomes an 
integral part of the simulator and operates seamlessly 
with all the components on the simulator.

The turn-key, “Plug-and-Play,” proportional flow and 
directional control valve module has everything that 
a student needs to learn how a proportional flow and 
directional control valve works, and, how to set all the 
necessary amplifier parameters.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS FOR THIS
TRAINING MODULE:
Process machinery, packaging machines, production machines, plastic injection molding machines, 
mobile machinery, assembly lines, steel and timber mills, theme and amusement parks, etc.

TARGET CLIENT:
Technical colleges, universities, military training facilities, corporate technical training facilities, and 
owners of existing, FPTI™ and non-FPTI™ brand fluid power trainers/simulators.

TARGET AUDIENCE:
Students who plan on a career in servicing, maintaining, repairing, and troubleshooting  industrial 
and mobile hydraulic machinery, component rebuild technicians, field service technicians, and sales 
personnel.

MF100-PDCV
PROPORTIONAL FLOW and DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE MODULE
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
The MF100-PDCV training module will aid instructors in teaching students the following:
1. Correct safety practices when working on and around proportional flow and directional control 

valves. 
2. Advantages and disadvantages of proportional flow and directional control valves.
3. Typical industrial and mobile applications for proportional flow and directional control valves. 
4. How to properly install a proportional flow and directional control valve and circuit modules (if ap-

plicable).
5. Correct bolt torques and tightening sequences for D03, D05, D07, D08, and D10 proportional flow 

and directional control valves.  
6. How to interpret the ISO/ANSI symbols for a typical proportional flow and directional control valve. 
7. How to read and understand the hydraulic schematic for a typical flow and proportional flow and 

directional control valve. 

The	MF100-PDCV	proportional	 flow	 and	 directional	 control	 valve	module	 consists	 of	 the 
following components:
1. A fully-operational 03 size proportional flow and directional control valve with 3-positions; 4-ways; 

and, closed-center configuration.
2. Amplifier with knob-adjustable parameters. 
3. Joystick-controlled linear potentiometer.
4. Fast-acting fuse.
5. All transmission lines are fabricated out of stainless-steel tubing.
6. All connections are stainless-steel Swagelok®-type connectors.
7. Aluminum, self-contained cabinet with removable back-cover.  Both are finished with durable 

powder-coat finish.
8. Integrated oil drip-tray with drain-tube.
9. All connections are with “zero-leak” flat-face quick-connect/disconnect valves.  Connections are 

compatible with all connections on the MF 100 series simulators.
10. Face-plate with screen-printed safety warnings and cautions, component identification, and ap-

propriate hydraulic symbols.  
11. ON/OFF switch with illuminated “power-on” light.
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DESCRIPTION:
Stacked valves are commonly used in both indus-
trial and mobile hydraulic systems. They are es-
sentially “towers” which house the control circuits 
for cylinders and motors.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS FOR THIS
TRAINING MODULE:
Process machinery, packaging machines, produc-
tion machines, plastic injection molding machines, 
mobile machinery, assembly lines, steel and timber 
mills, theme and amusement parks, etc.

TARGET CLIENT:
Technical colleges, universities, military training
facilities, corporate technical training facilities,
and owners of existing, FPTI™ and non-FPTI™
brand fluid power trainers/simulators.

TARGET AUDIENCE:
Students who plan on a career in servicing, maintaining, repairing and troubleshooting industrial and 
mobile equipment, industrial equipment repair technicians, component rebuild technicians, and field 
service technicians.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
The MF100-SVM stacked valve module (standard) will aid instructors in teaching students the following:
1. Correct safety practices when working on and around stacked valve assemblies.
2. Advantages and disadvantages of “stacking” valves.
3. How to properly assemble a stacked valve assembly.
4. Why it is critical to maintain correct stacking order in a stacked valve assembly.
5. Correct bolt torques and tightening sequences for D03, D05, D07, D08, and D10 valves.
6. How to interpret the ISO/ANSI symbols for a stacked valve assembly.
7. How to read and understand the hydraulic schematic for a typical stacked valve assembly.
8. How to set a pressure relief valve when it is integrated in a stacked valve assembly.
9. How to set actuator port relief valves in a stacked valve assembly.
10. How to set flow control valves in a stacked valve assembly.
11. How to replace O-rings in a stacked valve assembly.

MF100-SVM
STACKED VALVE MODULE (STANDARD)
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MF100-SVM-TS
STACKED VALVE MODULE (WITH DIAGNOSTICS PACKAGE)

DESCRIPTION:
In addition to having the identical functionality as the MF100-SVM, the MF100-SVM-TS is equipped 
with an impressive troubleshooting package.

Over 99% of maintenance technicians find it difficult or near impossible to pin-point a potential leak-
age path in a stacked valve assembly.

This usually leaves them with no other option than to discard the entire assembly and start over with 
a “clean sheet!”  This practice is frustrating, time-consuming, and extraordinarily expensive.

The MF100-SVM-TS is designed to teach students how to pinpoint a potential leakage path inside a 
“stack” in a matter of minutes using the pressure/leak technique - with the power-unit safely locked out!

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
The MF100-SVM-TS stacked valve module (with diagnostics package) will aid instructors in teaching 
students how to:
1. Test for leakage between the spool and bore in cases where an actuator (cylinder or motor) is 

drifting.
2. Test for leakage between the spool and bore in cases where a motor circuit is losing power and 

overheating when the directional control valve is activated.
3. Isolate a leakage problem to determine if its source is between the spool and bore and/or one or 

more of the circuit modules. 
4. Test for excessive leakage across the integral main pressure relief valve.

The MF100-SVM and MF100-SVM-TS modules are equipped with the following components:
1. Sub-plate 03 size.
2. Pressure relief valve in a circuit module configuration.
3. Cylinder port relief valve (adjustable) in a circuit module configuration.
4. Dual, adjustable one-way flow control valves in a circuit module configuration.
5. Dual pilot-operated check valves in a circuit module configuration.
6. Directional control valve - 3-position, 4-way, solenoid-operated, spring-centered, open-center, solenoid. 
7. *Five (5) troubleshooting “fault” switches.
8. *24VDC cord with plug-in receptacle.
9. *Power ON/OFF light (illuminated when power is on).
10. All connections are with “zero-leak” flat-face quick-connect/disconnect valves.  Connections are  
 compatible with all connections on the MF 100 series simulators.
11. Convenient, integrated spare O-ring holder.

*Troubleshooting (-TS) model only.
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DESCRIPTION:
On the surface a typical mobile directional control valve 
appears to consist of a body with one or more spools and 
a couple of hand-levers. However, in the case of mobile 
directional control valves, looks can be very deceiving!

A typical 3-spool mobile directional control valve can con-
sist of over twenty-two (22) valves; and students need to 
learn what they are, how they function, and how to safely 
and properly set those which are adjustable.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS FOR THIS VALVE:
Front-end loaders; backhoes; asphalt and concrete 
pavers; mobile drills, tractors; trenchers, skid-steer 
loaders, etc.

TARGET CLIENT:
Technical colleges, universities, military training facili-
ties, corporate technical training facilities, and owners 
of existing, FPTI™ and non-FPTI™ brand fluid power 
trainers/simulators.

TARGET AUDIENCE:
Students who plan on a career in servicing, maintaining, repairing and troubleshooting mobile equip-
ment, mobile equipment repair technicians, component rebuild technicians, and field service technicians. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
The MF100-MDCV mobile directional control valve module will teach students the following:
1. How to read and understand the schematic for a typical mobile directional control valve.
2. The differences between mono-block and sectional directional control valve assemblies.
3. How to set a mobile valve’s integral main pressure relief valve.
4. The purpose and function of a load-check valve.
5. The purpose and function of an anti-cavitation valve.
6. The purpose and function of a cylinder-port relief valve.
7. How to set cylinder-port relief valves.
8. The difference between a parallel and series circuit.
9. The purpose and function of power-beyond.
10. How to execute a power-beyond modification.
11. How to service a sectional directional control valve.

MF100-MDCV
MOBILE DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE MODULE (STANDARD)
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MF100-MDCV-TS
MOBILE DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE MODULE
(WITH DIAGNOSTICS PACKAGE)
DESCRIPTION:
In addition to having the identical functionality as the MF100-MDCV, the MF100-MDCV-TS is equipped 
with an impressive troubleshooting package.

Over 99% of maintenance technicians find it difficult or near impossible to pin-point a potential leak-
age path in a mobile directional control valve assembly, especially if it is equipped with integral valves 
such as cylinder port relief or anti-cavitation.

This usually leaves them with no other option than to discard the entire assembly and start over with 
a “clean sheet!”  This practice is frustrating, time-consuming, and extraordinarily expensive.

The MF100-MDCV-TS is designed to teach students how to pinpoint a potential leakage path inside 
a mobile directional control valve in a matter of minutes using the pressure/leak technique - with the 
power-unit safely locked out!

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
The MF100-MDCV-TS mobile directional control valve module (with diagnostics package) will aid 
instructors in teaching students how to:
1. Test for leakage between the spool and bore in cases where a cylinder is drifting.
2. Test for leakage between the spool and bore in cases where a motor circuit is losing power and 

overheating when the directional control valve is activated.
3. Isolate a leakage problem to determine if its source is between the spool and bore and/or cylinder 

port/anti-cavitation valve.
4. Test for excessive leakage across the integral main pressure relief valve.

The MF100-MDCV and MF100-MDCV-TS modules are equipped with the following components:
1. Three-section, directional control valve (sectional configuration).
 a. SECTION 1 & 2: 3-position, 4-way, tandem-center (cylinder spool), handlever-operated, spring- 

 centered.
 b. SECTION 3: 3-position, 4-way, float-center (motor spool), handlever-operated, spring-centered.
2. Four (4) cylinder port relief valves (adjustable).
3. Two (2) anti-cavitation valves.
4. Inlet section with integral main pressure relief valve (adjustable).
5. Outlet section with power-beyond capability (power-beyond plug included).
6. *Five (5) troubleshooting “fault” switches.
7. *Power ON/OFF light (illuminated when power is on).
8. “Zero-leak” flat-face quick-connect/disconnect valves.
9. *24VDC cord with plug-in receptacle.
10. Convenient, integrated spare O-ring holder.

*Troubleshooting (-TS) model only.
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MF100 “PLUG-and-PLAY” MODULES

DESCRIPTION:
Unveil the mystery that surrounds load-sensing with this highly 
intuitive training module.  The concept of “load-sensing” is argu-
ably the most difficult to both teach, and learn, because it has 
essentially three elements:
1. The effect pressure difference has on flow through an orifice.
2. How a pressure-compensated flow control valve maintains 
 constant flow regardless of pressure changes.
3. How the pump “communicates” with the load via a maze  
 of interconnected shuttle valves which form a complex  
 signal network.

NOTE: This module will only work with simulators which are  
  equipped with the load-sense pump option (MF100-LS). 

In addition, a load-sensing system consists of a number of 
unique components which include a load-sensing pump coupled 
to a sophisticated load-sense directional control valve.

Together, the load-sense pump and the MF100-MDCV-LS mod-
ule have all the elements for students to learn how a load-sensing system works, how to properly install, 
set-up, and adjust a load-sensing pump/system.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS FOR THIS VALVE:
Front-end loaders; backhoes; asphalt and concrete pavers; mobile drills, tractors; trenchers, skid-steer 
loaders, etc.

TARGET CLIENT:
Technical colleges, universities, military training facilities, corporate technical training facilities, and 
owners of existing, FPTI™ and non-FPTI™ brand fluid power trainers/simulators.

TARGET AUDIENCE:
Students who plan on a career in servicing, maintaining, repairing and troubleshooting mobile equip-
ment, mobile equipment repair technicians, component rebuild technicians, and field service technicians. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
In addition to the learning objectives for the MF100-MDCV mobile directional control valve module, 
the MF100-MDCV-LS will teach students the following:
1. How to read and understand the schematic for a typical load-sense system.
2. How to follow a signal network.

MF100-MDCV-LS
LOAD-SENSE MOBILE DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE MODULE
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MF100-MDCV-LS-TS
LOAD-SENSE MOBILE DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE MODULE
(WITH DIAGNOSTICS PACKAGE)
DESCRIPTION:
In addition to having the identical functionality as the MF100-MDCV-LS, the MF100-MDCV-LS-TS is 
equipped with an impressive troubleshooting package.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
The MF100-MDCV-LS-TS mobile directional control valve module (with diagnostics package) will aid 
instructors in teaching students how to:
1. Isolate a problem in a load-sense system between the pump and the directional control valve.
2. Test a load-sense pump.
3. Isolate a problem in a load-sense directional control valve.
4. Test for leakage between the spool and bore in cases where is cylinder is drifting.
5. Test for leakage between the spool and bore in cases where a motor circuit is loosing power and 

overheating when the directional control valve is activated.
6. Isolate a leakage problem to determine if its source is between the spool and bore and/or cylinder 

port/anti-cavitation valve
7. Test for excessive leakage across the integral main pressure relief valve.

The MF100-MDCV-LS and MF100-MDCV-LS-TS modules are equipped with the following 
components:
1. Three-section, load-sense, directional control valve (sectional configuration).
 a. SECTION 1 & 2: 3-position, 4-way, tandem-center (cylinder spool), handlever-operated, spring- 
   centered.
 b. SECTION 3: 3-position, 4-way, float-center (motor spool), handlever-operated, spring-centered.
2. Four (4) cylinder port relief valves (adjustable).
3. Two (2) anti-cavitation valves.
4. Inlet section with integral main pressure relief valve (adjustable).
5. Outlet section with power-beyond capability (power-beyond plug included).
6. Mounting panel with integrated oil drip tray, integrated carry-handle, and removeable rear cover.   
 Finished in durable powder-coat finish.
7. *Five (5) troubleshooting “fault” switches.
8. *Power ON/OFF light (illuminated when power is on).
9. “Zero-leak” flat-face quick-connect/disconnect valves.
10. *24VDC cord with plug-in receptacle.
11. Convenient, integrated spare O-ring holder.

*Troubleshooting (-TS) model only.
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NOTE: This manual is not recommended for institutions or people who do not have 
access to an FPTI™ MF102 series hydraulic training simulator.

This comprehensive manual contains all the information 
needed to learn Practical Hydraulics.  Topics include:

•  Safety with hydraulics.
•  Basic hydraulic principles and Laws.
•  Pressure control valves.
•  Hydraulic pumps.
•  Check valves, accumulators and actuators.
•  Reservoirs, coolers, hoses, and connectors.
•  Directional control valves.
•  Flow control valves and flow dividers.
•  Proactive maintenance and filtration.

It also includes a comprehensive “pull-out” manual that con-
tains over twenty (20) simulator activities.

PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS WORKBOOK(*)(**)
Author – Rory S. McLaren  PART#:  R008B  580 pages

What is more boring?  Teaching, and learning hydraulic symbols, or walk-
ing a mud-hole dry?  They’re probably on a par!  Not any more!  The author 
took what would otherwise be the most boring subject in the world and 
made it . . . intensely interesting!

He accomplished this by making an illustration of the cutaway of a given 
hydraulic component.  Next, he placed  its symbol next to it.  With a series 
of illustrations and symbols, he showed the direct relationship of every part 
within the component to its corresponding symbol within the symbol . . . 
there is absolutely no easier, or more interesting way to learn symbols.  The 
book covers both ISO and ANSI symbols.

One third of the book is dedicated to variety of “self-learning” activities.  These are also great for in-
structors because they can be used as homework/class-work assignments.

This book should be on every school’s and college’s list of required books for hydraulics courses.
        (also available with fully-interactive CD!)

HOW TO INTERPRET FLUID POWER SYMBOLS**
Author – Rory S. McLaren  ISBN#: 978-0-9639619-2-1 PART#:  R016 196 pages
(also available in Spanish - book only)

REFERENCE MATERIALS
*Available with PowerPoint® CD program.    **Available in Spanish.
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Both ISO and ANSI did a great job of devising symbols for hydraulic com-
ponents.  However, neither they, or anyone else for that matter, devised 
“standards” for laying out and drawing hydraulic schematics. 

The net result – no two hydraulics schematics are the same from a layout 
point-of-view.  In fact, many don’t make any to sense to anyone but the 
person who drew them!

While this manual is hardly a standard, it’s a step in the right direction!  
Drafting personnel and design engineers will hopefully use the manual to 
make some in-roads to “standards” for drawing and laying out hydraulic 
schematics.

Useful guidelines include:
1. How to layout a hydraulic schematic so that the “flow” is consistent;  relative placement of pumps, 

pressure control valves, directional control valves, etc.
2. Advice about critical technical information that must be shown on hydraulic schematics for use 

by engineers, maintenance personnel, assembly personnel, etc.
3. Critical information like the numbering of ports on valves and coding manufacturers use to make 

transmission line connections accurate and safe.

HOW TO LAYOUT AND DRAW FLUID POWER SCHEMATICS
(coming soon)
Author – Rory S. McLaren  ISBN#: 978-0-9639619-4-5 PART#:  R019 110 pages

REFERENCE MATERIALS
*Available with PowerPoint® CD program.    **Available in Spanish.
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There were a number of reasons why the author, Rory McLaren de-
cided to write the most extensive book on troubleshooting hydraulic 
components ever written:
1. In reading component test procedures from various sources, it 

became  clearly evident that there were no industry standards 
for testing hydraulic components. Tests varied in nature from ac-
curate to downright fallacious. The industry sorely needed stan-
dards if for no other reason than safety.

2. With Mr. McLaren’s extensive background in hydraulic system and 
component diagnostics he knew the difference between safe and 
unsafe procedures. All of the procedures in the book are tried and 
tested for safety and efficiency.

TROUBLESHOOTING HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS USING LEAKAGE PATH 
ANALYSIS METHODS*
Author – Rory S. McLaren  ISBN #: 978-0-9639619-1-4 PART#:  R014 450 pages

The fluid power symbol drawing template is ideal for students who 
are learning to draw symbols and read schematics.  It is also use-
ful for draftspersons and engineers who need to draw hydraulic 
schematics, but do not draw enough to warrant a computer-
based system.

The symbol template enables the user to draw accurate ISO and 
ANSI fluid power symbols.  The template also has a number of other 
functional capabilities - a practical numbers and letters stencil, a mea-
suring scale, and a valuable conversion formula printed directly on it.

Ask about our private label program.  The fluid power symbol drawing template 
would make a terrific promotional item imprinted with your company’s name and logo.

FLUID POWER SYMBOL DRAWING TEMPLATE
PART#:  SDT-010

REFERENCE MATERIALS
*Available with PowerPoint® CD program.    **Available in Spanish.
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3. Mr. McLaren invented a technique called “pressure/leak” testing. This amazingly simple, yet 
highly effective, technique is used primarily to test any size, type, or configuration of pressure 
control valves, directional control valves, check valves, etc.

 The most desirable attribute of pressure/leak testing is safety; over 90% of the components in a 
typical industrial or mobile hydraulic system can be tested with the power-unit locked out!  

4. Maintenance technicians, and in particular field-service technicians needed a comprehensive, 
reliable and non-biased reference for hydraulic system and component diagnostics.

5. Technical writers needed a reliable source of information for their important work.

This comprehensive compendium of hydraulic system and component troubleshooting procedures 
covers the following topics:

•  Safety.
•  Selection and proper and safe use of diagnostic equipment.
•  System start-up and solving start-up problems.
•  Procedures for testing hydraulic pumps: flow testing; cavitation; case pressure testing.
•  Procedures for testing pressure control valves: pilot-operated relief valves; direct-operated 

relief valves; sequence valves; unloading valves; counterbalance valves.
•  Procedures for testing industrial sub-plate mounted directional control valves: spool/bore leak-

age test; circuit module leakage test; testing two-stage valves.
•  How to execute two-stage valve conversions: internal pilot to external pilot and vice-versa; 

internal drain to external drain and vice-versa.
•  Procedures for testing mobile directional control valves: spool/bore leakage test; testing load-

check valves; testing cylinder-port relief valves; testing anti-cavitation valves; testing integral 
pressure relief valve.

•  Procedures for testing cylinders: end-stroke “dead-head” seal test;
  intermediate bore test; through-stroke test.
•  Procedures for testing hydraulic motors: in-circuit test proce-

dure; direct access test procedure; testing motors in se-
ries; testing motors in parallel.

•  Testing cartridge valves: isolating problems in multiple 
cartridge manifold assemblies.

•  Testing flow control valves.
•  Testing check valves: in-line 

check valves; pilot-operated check 
valves.

•  Safety with accumulators: how 
to pre-charge accumulators with 
nitrogen.

Examples of test and test worksheet

REFERENCE MATERIALS
*Available with PowerPoint® CD program.    **Available in Spanish.
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NOTE: This manual is not recommended for institutions or peo-
ple who do not have access to an FPTI™ MF102 series 
hydraulic training simulator.

This extraordinarily comprehensive workbook contains all the in-
formation students need to complete a “hands-on” workshop in 
troubleshooting hydraulic components.

It contains the following information:
•  Each component test (and there is one or more for every hydraulic component 

currently available) is accompanied with a comprehensive list of facts pertinent to testing 
and evaluating that component. Tests include pumps, motors, pressure control valves; check 
valves, cylinders, etc.

•  Sample charts and graphs illustrating various modes of component performance - accept-
able; marginal; and; unacceptable. 

•  Symptoms associated with wear of any and all components.
•  Blank charts and graphs so students can learn to “plot” tests and analyze results.
•  Due to the absence of published component leakage rates aimed at recommending when 

component leakage is excessive, the author substituted scientific data with extraordinarily 
accurate and reliable “rules-of-thumb”  for component wear - both normal and abnormal.

•  Each component test is conducted with a methodical approach (presented in PowerPoint® 
format):

TROUBLESHOOTING HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS 
Simulator Activities Student Workbook(*)(**)
Author – Rory S. McLaren  PART#:  R004  312 pages

STEP 1. 
  Isometric illustration of a hydraulic system.

STEP 2.
 Hydraulic schematic of isometric illustration with “tool 

box” (“tool box” contains the five diagnostic instruments 
needed to test and analyze hydraulic components).  In-
structor asks students to recommend which diagnostic 
equipment to use and superimposes it onto the sche-
matic.

“Tool box”

REFERENCE MATERIALS
*Available with PowerPoint® CD program.    **Available in Spanish.
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STEP 3.
 Another isometric view – this time with the diagnostic equipment in place.

STEP 4. 
 Sample test worksheet complete with all relevant in  

formation  - discussion.

•  Once the students have completed the one-on-one 
testing, they are given assignments.

  The assignments are “real-time” because they 
build an actual industrial or mobile circuit, activate 
a switch which makes one or more components 
“wear-out” and conduct the assignment in an iden-
tical manner to which they will do it in the “real-
world.” 

  They will review the operator’s trouble report; ana-
lyze symptoms; analyze the schematic and deter-
mine “suspect components;”  choose proper diag-
nostic instruments; and execute tests until defective 
component(s) have been determined.

STEP 5.
 Blank test worksheet.  Instructor helps 

students learn how to fill in the nec-
essary data e.g. flow, pressure, RPM, 
inlet restriction, etc.

 Instructor proceeds with demonstra-
tion - constructs identical circuit on the 
simulator and places the diagnostic 
equipment in the system in the precise 
locations shown on whiteboard.

 Instructor starts power-unit and pro-
ceeds with the test.  Instructor records 
all test data on the worksheet.  Stu-
dents participate by completing the 
test data in their workbooks. 

 Once complete and discussion is over 
the students are given a simulator  
assignment  - this gives them an op-
portunity to conduct the physical test 
themselves and record all pertinent 
data.  Upon completion students sit 
down and discuss activity.  The in-
structor repeats the test on the circuit.

 However, this time the component is 
literally defective.  This gives the stu-
dents an opportunity to see exactly 
how a defective (worn) component 
behaves.

REFERENCE MATERIALS
*Available with PowerPoint® CD program.    **Available in Spanish.
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REFERENCE MATERIALS
*Available with PowerPoint® CD program.    **Available in Spanish.

Finally a manual that makes complete sense of the complex 
“maze” called “load-sensing” and it covers almost every variation 
of load-sensing systems currently available. The author’s unique 
“back-door” approach is refreshing because he begins with a les-
son in basic hydraulics as it applies to load-sensing. For exam-
ple, instead of explaining how a pump’s complex load-sensing 
controller - which consists of a conjoined pressure-compensator 
and a flow compensator - works, he gives two lessons, which are 
simple to follow and superbly illustrated.

The first is about how a pressure-compensated pump works.  The 
second is about how a restrictor-type, pressure-compensated, 
flow control valve works. Individually, these are relatively easy for 
a student to grasp. The final lesson, combines these two components into one housing, makes the 
necessary connections, and in no time the student understands how a “pressure and flow compensa-
tor” or as it is most commonly referred to, “load-sensing” controller works – it’s that simple!

At the end of each topic there is a self-quiz for the student to complete.  The objective of these quiz-
zes is to let a student see if he/she understood the key points in the lesson before proceeding on to 
the next.

LOAD-SENSING 101 –  Everything You Wanted to Know About
Load-Sensing Systems But No-One Could Explain (coming soon)
Author – Rory S. McLaren  ISBN#: 978-0-9639619-8-3 PART#:  R023

It is a well recognized fact that the majority of hydraulic component fail-
ures are caused by contamination.  Yet, most hydraulic systems are 
equipped with filters. So why are they failing? Most filters are installed 
in hydraulic systems without any regard for the system’s total filtration 
requirement. Filters should rather be “engineered” into a hydraulic sys-
tem, bearing in mind that each hydraulic system is unique. This guide 
provides information on a “system” approach to contamination control 
and is explained in a manner that is easy to understand.

Topics cover:
 • Effect of contamination on hydraulic components • Filter ratings
 • Typical clearances in components • ISO 4406
 • Sources of contamination • Types of failures
 • Where to locate filters • Different types of filters
 • Monitoring system cleanliness • Kidney-loop filtration systems
 • and much more.

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO FILTRATION FOR HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
PART#:  R018  45 pages
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*Available with PowerPoint® CD program.    **Available in Spanish.

This is the most comprehensive book on hydrostatic transmissions ever written.  It contains every-
thing you’ll ever need to know;  from how these unique systems work, to advanced diagnostics.
 
Written in an easy-to-follow format and superbly illustrated, this book 
covers every popular hydrostatic transmission available at the time of 
printing,  including:
 a. Eaton® (Cessna™)   e. Rexroth®
 b. Hydro-Gear®    f. Sundstrand® 20
 c. Dennison® Gold Cup™  g. Sundstrand® 90
 d. Linde® 

Here is a brief overview of the topics covered in this extensive manual:
1. A step-by-step explanation of how every component in a typical 

hydrostatic transmission functions.
2. A step-by-step construction of a system with elaborate explanations of 

each step along the way.
3. A step-by-step explanation of how the oil flows through a typical hydrostatic transmission in slow 

motion;  as if the pump was being “jogged.” 
4. Extensive coverage of critical pre start-up and post start-up procedures including:  critical safety 

information;  filling the housings with fluid;  how and where to read charge pressures;  how and 
where to read system pressures;  how to adjust charge pressures, etc.

5. How to make the following “authorized” adjustments and repairs in the field:
 a. Displacement control valves - manual.  d. Main pressure relief valve settings.
 b. Displacement control valves - electronic.  e. Filtering and cooling circuit settings.
 c. Charge pressure settings.    f. How to replace shaft seals.

6. Troubleshooting hydrostatic transmission components and systems.

The troubleshooting section of the manual is absolutely astounding.  It literally “talks” you through 
almost any situation, on almost every transmission.

In addition, it is void of confusion because the troubleshooting is broken down into:
1. Transmission make, eg. Sundstrand® 90, Dennison® Gold Cup™, Rexroth®, etc.
2. Pump displacement control type:  manual;  manual over hydraulic;  electronic over hydraulic.
3. System status:  problem with new transmission;  problem with existing transmission;  problem 

with rebuilt pump and/or motor.

This unique approach revolutionizes hydrostatic transmission system troubleshooting.  In addition, it 
goes far beyond the information provided by the transmission manufacturer.

HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSIONS  - A Comprehensive Guide
(coming soon)
Author – Rory S. McLaren  ISBN#: 978-0-9639619-7-6 PART#:  R005-1
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Learn symbols in the comfort of your own home! 
The primary purpose of this CD is to teach people how to
interpret and understand both ISO and ANSI fluid power
symbols at their own pace - it is an interactive master-
piece!

There is arguably no topic in hydraulics that is as tedious 
to learn as symbols.  FPTI™ has managed to make the 
task of learning symbols exciting and challenging.

Challenging Quizzes -
After each section, you can take a quiz that will chart your progress. The CD will also keep track of 
where you are in the course when you leave the program.

Complete Training Package -
The CD is packaged with an extremely detailed reference book of the same title and also includes 
the handy, fluid power symbol drawing template.

HOW TO INTERPRET FLUID POWER SYMBOLS - Interactive CD
PART#:  FPTI-002-CD  ISBN#: 978-0-9639619-5-2

The Lethal Strike is an exceptional safety presentation, which focuses on the correct pre-hospital-
ization management of injection injuries. High-pressure injection injuries are becoming increasingly 
prevalent.

This dynamic 15 minute presentation covers:
- Typical cause of injection injuries.
- What to do if you suffer an injection injury.
- How to properly manage the victim of an injection injury.
- What NOT to do if you become the victim of an injection injury.
- How to make sure the victim receives the proper medical treatment.
- The responsibilities of everybody involved with the injury including,
  but not limited to:
    •  Victim
    •  Supervisor
    •  Company safety officer/director
    •  Initial medical responder
    •  Hand surgeon

The Lethal Strike -
Procedures for Properly Managing Injection Injuries**
Director – Rory S. McLaren ISBN#: 978-0-9639619-9-0 PART#:  FPSI-001DVD DVD

BONUS FEATURES:
Interview with a hand surgeon
Interview with a medical doctor

Available in PAL and NTSC

REFERENCE MATERIALS
*Available with PowerPoint® CD program.    **Available in Spanish.
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CUTAWAY MODELS

It is sometimes difficult for instructors to explain how complex mechanisms, like hydraulic pumps, 
work with the aid of photographs and illustrations alone.  Based on the ideology of “what I touch I 
understand,” a cutaway of a component tells its own story about what it consists of and how it works. 

Many students will admit that they are “hands-on” learners;  they are better at figuring out how 
components work when the component is in their hands than they are if it is explained with only 
photographs and illustrations. 
 
FPTI™ prides itself in making cutaway models of the identical components that are on the training 
simulators.  This concept gives students the opportunity to look inside an exact replica of the pump 
they are studying.  They can see exactly what happens inside a pump when they turn a flow adjust-
ing screw, or set pressure.

Over-center Variable Displacement Pump
PART#:  VDP-CM 
(identical to pump on MF300-VCLS simulator)

The cutaway of an over-center pump is loaded with educa-
tional features:
 • The pump is lightweight and easy to handle.
 • The pump housing is cutaway to expose the
  internal components.
 • The rear cover is cutaway to expose the pressure
  relief valve.
 • The barrel is cutaway to expose the pistons.
 • The charge pump housing is cutaway to expose the  

 charge pump and the charge pressure relief valve.
 • The swashplate moves.
 • Large knob on output shaft makes it easy to rotate.
 • Includes stand.

Axial Piston, Variable-volume, Pressure-compensated Pump 
PART#:  PCP-CM 
(identical to pump on MF102 series simulators)

The axial-piston design is the most popular design in the world for variable volume, pressure-com-
pensated pumps.  It is used extensively in both industrial and mobile applications. 
This outstanding cutaway is loaded with educational features:
 • Housing is cutaway to expose internal parts.
 • Barrel is cutaway to expose pistons.
 • Large knob on output shaft makes it easy to rotate.
 • Pressure compensator is cutaway and all internal passages are exposed.
 • Includes stand.
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CUTAWAY MODELS

Cylinder (double-acting, single-rod)
PART#:  DAC-CM

This exceptional model features a transparent cylinder tube 
and transparent end-caps.  The transparent cylinder tube lets 
students see exactly how the piston seal works.  The trans-
parent end-cap allows students to see the gland seal and wiper seal. This cutaway model allows the 
instructor to show students the differential areas within a cylinder.

It can also be used to show students how a pump works.  By simply connecting a hose to the closed-
end port and inserting it into a container of water, the instructor can replicate a pump by pulling on 
the piston rod.  This creates an interesting discussion when students debate whether the water was 
“sucked” or “pushed” into the cylinder tube.

Gear Pump
PART#:  GP-CM

This outstanding cutaway model has a transparent housing 
so students can actually see, while rotating the drive shaft, 
exactly how a gear pump works.

Pilot-Operated Pressure Relief Valve
PART#:  PORV-CM

A pilot-operated pressure relief valve consists of two direct-
operated relief valves.  The interaction of these two valves is 
sometimes difficult for students to grasp.  When students can 
see inside the valve, while the instructor is explaining how it 
works with the color-coordinated PowerPoint® slides, they will 
quickly grasp the valve’s function.

D08 Directional Control Valve
PART#:  DCV-08-CM

Let students see exactly how the oil flows within a two-stage 
D08 size directional control valve with this stunning cutaway.  
It is also designed to help them understand how to convert a 
D08 valve from internal pilot to external pilot and vice-versa, 
and from internal pilot to external pilot and vice-versa.



Orbitrol Steering Valve
PART#:  OSV-CM
(identical to orbitrol valve on MF300-VCLS simulator)

The orbitrol steering valve is used extensively in mobile 
steering applications.  It rates as one of the most difficult 
components to both teach and comprehend.

It is absolutely essential to have a cutaway of an orbitrol 
steering valve in the classroom to complement the illustra-
tions and photographs.
This dynamic cutaway exposes:
 • The metering unit.
 • The spool and sleeve assembly.
 • Centering springs.
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CUTAWAY MODELS

Mobile Directional Control Valve
PART#:  MDCV-CM

There is definitely more to a mobile directional control valve than 
meets the eye.  A single section of a mobile directional control valve 
typically consists of, in addition to a moveable spool, one or more, 
load check valves, cylinder port relief valves and/or anti-cavitation 
valves.

This stunning cutaway model allows students to see exactly where 
these valves are located and how they interact with the valve’s in-
ternal flow passages.  This model is also very useful for learning 
troubleshooting.  It lets a student see exactly where all “suspect” 
leakage paths are, and exactly how to pinpoint a lekage path within 
the valve without disassembling it.

Mobile Directional Control Valve with Load-Sense
PART#:  MDCV-LS-CM (shown at right)

There is no substitute for a 3-dimensional object when it comes to 
learning - especially load-sensing.  This exceptional cutaway shows:
1. The intricate signal network’s flow passages within the valve.
2. How the signal network interacts with the valve’s work ports, and  
 adjacent sectional valves.

This valve is representative of most load-sense configured mobile directional control valves. 

Let us customize a cutaway model for you!

With our in-house design and machining capability, we can customize a cutaway just for you. 
Send us the model number of the component and we will do the rest. 
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TRAIN-THE-TRAINER WORKSHOPS

FPTI™’s range of simulator’s are no ordi-
nary simulators.  They feature technology 
that is unrivalled in the industry!  It is not 
uncommon for instructors to confess to us 
that if they had not attended our award-
winning Train-the–Trainer workshops they 
would have under-utilized their simulators 
by as much as 40-50%. 

Over two decades ago FPTI™’s founder, 
Rory S. McLaren, designed and built the 
first trainer for his own training workshops.  
He began the painstaking task of trying to 
find training material that was comprehen-
sive yet practical and easy to understand.

Hydraulic component and machinery and 
equipment manufacturers offered a variety 
of very appealing training materials.  How-
ever, it was naturally, too biased.

Initially he was compelled to use their materials.  However, he found himself having to “juggle” the 
materials to give his workshops consistency.  This meant giving the students a number of handouts 
and having them constantly changing from one reference to another.  The negative comments made 
by students on the post-workshop evaluation forms testified to their frustration with the situation.

Mr. McLaren also felt that the overhead slides were either poorly made or lacked vital steps needed 
to explain difficult concepts.  Due to these deficiencies, Mr. McLaren decided that it was time to write 
his own materials and generate his own overheads. 

The work of he and his colleagues paid off.  Today FPTI™ offers an entire curriculum for both Practi-
cal Hydraulics and Troubleshooting Hydraulic Systems and Components and they work seamlessly 
with FPTI™’s entire range of simulators

Exceptional textbooks, instructor guides, and superb PowerPoint® presentations, along with the 
most well-equipped simulators in the world, combine to make this a truly remarkable training system.

It only makes sense that FPTI™ wants to show you exactly how to use your training system to the 
best of your ability through our Train-the-Trainer workshops.

Naturally, if your institution already has an approved training curriculum you can continue to use it in 
conjunction with your FPTI™ simulator(s).  The only difference is that the adrenaline levels of both 
the instructor and the students will be noticeably higher!

TRAIN-THE-TRAINER WORKSHOPS DELIVERED BRILLIANTLY



SIMULATOR SPECIFICATIONS

Our simulators and training products are guaranteed to be free of defects in material and workmanship for up 
to two years from date of purchase.  The components used on these trainers are covered by their respective 
manufacturers warranty.

The FPTI™ reserves the right to substitute items shown with items of similar or higher quality.  Items pictured 
in this catalog may differ slightly in appearance from the actual product.  However, the function, operation, and 
design of the product will always remain as stated.

WARRANTY & DISCLAIMERS

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS SHIP WT.
MF102S-H Single-station (H) 76”T x 46”W x 31”D 750 lbs. 
  (193cm x 117cm x 79cm) (340 kgs.) 
MF102D-H Dual-station (H) 76”T x 46”W x 31”D 1025 lbs. 
  (193cm x 117cm x 79cm) (465 kgs.) 
MF102S-H-TS Single-station (TS) 76”T x 46”W x 31”D 750 lbs.
  (193cm x 117cm x 79cm) (340 kgs.) 
MF102D-H-TS Dual-station (TS) 76”T x 46”W x 31”D 1025 lbs. 
  (193cm x 117cm x 79cm) (465 kgs.) 
MF102S-H-TSE Single-station (TSE) 76”T x 46”W x 31”D 750 lbs.
  (193cm x 117cm x 79cm) (340 kgs.) 
MF102D-H-TSE Dual-station (TSE) 76”T x 46”W x 31”D 1025 lbs. 
  (193cm x 117cm x 79cm) (465 kgs.) 
MF200-CAV Cavitation simulator 60”T x 30”W x 20”D 215 lbs.  
  (152cm x 76cm x 51cm) (98 kgs.)
MF300-VCLS Steering/Hydrostatic simulator 50”T x 46”W x 38”D 350 lbs.
  (127cm x 117cm x 97cm) (159 kgs.) 
MF300-VCLS-TS Steering/Hydrostatic sim. (TS) 50”T x 46”W x 38”D 350 lbs.
  (127cm x 117cm x 97cm) (159 kgs.) 
MF500-HT-TSE Hydrostatic transmission simulator 74”T x 64”W x 76”D 1,740 lbs. 
  (188cm x 163cm x 193cm) (789 kgs.) 
MF500-IS-TSE Hydraulic implement simulator 45”T x 42”W x 75”D 560 lbs.
  (114cm x 107cm x 191cm) (254 kgs.) 
MF100-ACC Accumulator module 20”T x 12”W x 9”D 35 lbs.  
  (51cm x 30cm x 23cm) (16 kgs.)
MF100-PDCV Proportional DCV module 25”T x 12”W x 10”D 25 lbs.  
  (64cm x 30cm x 25cm) (11 kgs.)
MF100-SVM Stacked valve module 20”T x 12”W x 9”D 35 lbs.  
  (51cm x 30cm x 23cm) (16 kgs.)
MF100-SVM-TS Stacked valve module (TS)** 20”T x 12”W x 9”D 35 lbs.  
  (51cm x 30cm x 23cm) (16 kgs.)
MF100-MDCV Mobile DCV module 20”T x 12”W x 9”D 55 lbs.  
  (51cm x 30cm x 23cm) (25 kgs.)
MF100-MDCV-TS Mobile DCV module (TS)** 20”T x 12”W x 9”D 55 lbs.  
  (51cm x 30cm x 23cm) (25 kgs.)

SHIPPING WEIGHTS & DIMENSIONS
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Solutions for learning, and teaching, fluid power.™

MF102 SERIES ASSEMBLY LINE

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
& MANUFACTURING
2170 South 3140 West
West Valley City,  UTAH 84119
PH:  801-908-5456
FX:  801-908-5734
e-mail: info@fpti.org
http://www.fpti.org

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR:
Universal Technical Training Services
Tel: +61-3-9540-5100
e-mail: info@utts.com.au
http://www.universaltechnicaltraining 
services.com.au/


